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Americans
fretting over
overhauling
health costs

Fiscal Court
action honors
Pavlick, Waldrop
for their service

AP poll shows
most fear things
in the fine print

C

Ely RICARDO ALONSOZALLIEVAR
and TREVOR TOMPSON
Aasneiated Press Writers
WASHINGTON (AP) — it's
the cost, Mr. President.
Amencans are wotried about
hidden costs in the fine print of
health care overhaul legislation,
an Associated Press poll says.
That's creating new cnalleriges
for President Barack °barna as
tte tries to close the deal with a
handful of Democratic doubters
in the Senate.
Although Americans share a
conviction that major health
care changes are needed.
Democratic bills that extend
coverage to the uninsured and
try to hold down medical costs
get no better than a lukewarm
reception.
The poll found that 43 percent
oppose the health care plans
being discussed in Congress,
while 41 percent are in support.
Ari additional 15 percent remain
neutral or undecided,
"Well, for one, I know nobody
wants to pay taxes for anybedy
else to go to tN3-doctor
don't," said Kiite Kuhn, 20, of
Acworth, Ga. "I don't want to
paa. for sometsody to use iny
money that I could be using for
my self."
There's been little change in
broad public sentiment about
from a 40-40
the overttaul
split in an AP poll last month,

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times
Keith Bailey, Murray-CailoWityCOunty Hospital CEO, presents the hospital's 2009 performance review to niembers of the Murray City Council and Calloway County Fisnal COurt during the Lemuel City/County meeting
Monday night in the Murray Room at the Regional Special Everts Center Salley gave a positive report and outlined areas to grow in over the coming years.

MCCH presents community update
at its annual City/County Meeting
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*Res Aeseciwksif Prises
likely.
Tuesday ..Showers
Highs in the lower 50s.
Southwest winds 5 to 10 mph.
Chanos of precipitation 60 percent.
night...Mostly
Tuesday
cloudy with a 50 percent chance
of showers. Lows in the lower
40s South winds around 5 mph
Wednesday_ Mostly cloudy
with a 30 percent Ghana& of
showera. Highs in the lower 50s.
South winds 5 to 10 mph
Wednesday night...Mostly
cloudy with a 20 percent chance
of showers. Lows in the lower
40s.
sunny.
Thuraday...Partly
Higna in the lower 60s.
night...Partly
Thursday
cioudy Lows in the mid 40s.
Friday...Part.ly cloudy. Highs
in the lower 60s.
Frkloy night. .Partly cloudy.
LOWS In the mid 40s.
cloudy.
Saturday _.Partty
Highs !n the !ewer 60s.,
night .. Partly
Saturday
cioudy with a 20 percent chance
of showers Lows in the upper
40s.
Sunday.. Mosey cloudy with
a 20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
lower 60s.
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-Sy WESER LOUGH
Staff Writer
O he staff of the
Murray-Calloway
C7ounty Hospital held
their annual City/County
meeting last night, brie.ging
in local officials to discuss
the previous year.
After a welcome by
Sharon Furches. MCCH
board chair, and a tribute to
former board member Torn
Rushing, MCCH CEO
Keith Bailey gave an update
to attendees. He ranked the
hospital using six main categories, quality, financial
perfeirmance
facility
improvements, facility culture, physician recruitment
and regional outreach.
For quality, Bailey showed

T

1111 See Page 2A
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Hy TON BERRY
Staff Writer
alloway County Fiscal Couk
Monday night moved to honor twit);
residents that have honored the:
county with their dedication and service. -:
Calloway 911 Coordinator Ed Pavlick:
will retire from his position at the end 4
the year. He was honored for his work id:
upgrading the local emergency informa-;
Lion effort and keeping a up to date.
;
"The Fiscal Court hereby expres.ses itir,
appreciation to Edward L. Paalick for his;
years 4dedicated service to the citiz,ens ok
Caiioway County,' Judge-Executive Larry:
Elkins read from a resolution approved by;
the court, "(The court) expresses its appreciation and heartfelt gratitude ... and wishes him continued success in any future
endeavor."
That "future endeavor" may not be too
far away.
"We'll be calling on you for other things,
so stay close,- Elkins added.
Pavlick will not be immediately
replacer!. He said he will assist Assistant
Judge-Exccutive Michelle Conire and
County Environmental Planner Alicia
Tabers during a transitionary period to follow as they take on some of his responsibilities.
During a short address to the court,
Pavlick applauded the work of his wife,
Maryann. Mrs, Pavlick was essential in

patierinitlifttion has riaea
each year from 87.8 in 2006
to 89.0 in 2009. Under
financial
performance,
Bailey said the operating
income and balance sheet
for the hospital has continued to grow, and the newlyformed non-profit endowment already has 461,000 in
cash and pledges. However,
the cost of free care has
risen almost $2 million in
the last year. which Bailey
attributes to the recession
and changing health plans.
Aside from the hospital's
eapansion project, other
facility improvements over
the past years included a
major addition to Spring
Creek Health Care and an
update to original areas, a

new 043/Nursertraid-2-Weal
floor and a 12-bed acute
rehab unit. Other projects
completed were improvements to the Medical Arts
building and a new inpatient
pharmacy In the works are
the Residential Hospice
House, a 12-bed Geriatric
Psych Unit and the completion of the expansion.
In facility culture. Bailey
said staff turnover has
declined over the past four
years. while a staff satisfaction survey returned an
improved score of 69.2.
While the score was below
the national median, Bailey
said they are working their
way toward it. In the past
four years, the hospital has
added 18 physicians and lost

In an effort to broaden the
reach of the hospital regionally', Bailey said the hospital
has added or planned to add
many services including
acute rehab and the Hospice
House. MCCH has also
expanded physician coverage outside of Calloway
County.
Challenges for the hospital
listed by Bailey included
growing volurne, achieving
financial performance targets, recruiting additional
physicians, keeping the
focus on culture and quality,
increasing regional focus
and improving facilities and
physician relationships

III See Page 2A
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Budget chairman
rules out tax hike on
•
residents
next year
ey ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)-- Tax increases won't be an option for shoring up
Kentucky's shtinking budget, a leading
lawmaker said Monday.
House Appropnations and Revenue
Committee Chaimian Rick Rand said all
100 House seats and 19 of 38 Senate seats
will be up tor election next year, making

III See Page 2A

MSU announces first
agriculture trade show
Ele HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Murray State University
School of Agriculture will host
the
first
Mid-America
Prec sion
Agriculture
Conference on Wednesday at
the
"Bill" Cherry
Exposition Center.
The conference organizer,
Shan Hoover, said the event
will be a trade show for western Kentucky and southern
Illionois vendors from every
aspect of precision agriculture.
There will also be live, handaon demonstrations and and
preciaion agnculture workshops ranging from the beginner to the advanced level He
said the school hopes to make
it an annual conference and
that it will last from 9 a.m. to 5
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In a letter urging supporters
of the school of agriculture to
attend, Hoover said that precision agriculture is one of the
most pmgressive topics currently in the industry.
"The conference will include
a variety of events to allow
pmctucers and industry to converge and create potential
opportunities for all those
involved," he vvrote "Pleaise
note the following: A trade
show of various companies
will be available for browsing
at any time during the conference.
'Technical speaking sessions
will allow presentation of current topics in the precision

See Page 2A

HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & Timai
SWEARiNG IN: District Judge Randy Hutchens (right) swears in Stephen A. Williams ai
Murray State University's newest member of the board of regents on Monday in the Jesse.
Stuart Roorn on the second floor of Pogue Library Williams is the president anci C. E.0 of
Norton Healthcare in Louisville and will sit in on his first meeting as a regent on Dec. 4
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MSU to observe smoke-free
day on campus on Thursday
My HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Wnter
On Thursday., Murray State
University will hise its first
smoke-free day on campus to
coincide with the Arnencan
Cancer Society's annual Great
Amencan Smoke-Out
Jody' Cofer. MSU's program
specialist for undergraduate
research. is a member of a group
in a Youth and Non-Profit
Leadership class that teamed
with MSU Health Services to
.spearhead the project. which is
being called "Great Start." The
group also included Hannah
Durbin and Amanda Carnco.
Cofer said that besides encouraging students, faculty and staff
to not smoke on campus that
day, the group wanted to get
MSU president Randy Dunn to
endorse the effort. He said members of the group met with various campus constituencies for
alvut two months to gather support before taking it to the president's office. Dunn signed a
proclamation in late October
designating Nov. 19 as a smokefree day.
"Obviously it's a no-brainer to
support something like this.
given the detnment that smoking causes to overall general
health," Dunn said in a press
release.
Dunn also said the smoke-free
day will encourage cost benefits
to MSU through lessened insurance claims.

III Fiscal Court ...
Frorn Front

"One of the things that we've
added tto the employee health
insurance plan) for this next
year is to provide some support
for smoking cessation that we
haven't done in the past." he
said. "Beyond just trying to promote something that is good. it
impacts the bottom line of the
University as far as health insurance costs as well as probably
lost productivity when people
have to go outside and smoke."
Judy Lyle, a health educator
and staff nurse with MSU
Health Services, said another
group from the class had also
started an effort to adopt a
smoker for the day to encourage
him or her not to smoke. 'There
will also be an information table
in the Curris Center outside the
book store on Thursday. as well
as "quit kits." She said she
hoped the effort would be the
first step to improving wellness
on carnpus arid maybe one day
making MSU a smoke-free campus.
The American Nonsmokers'
Rights Foundation reports over
365 colleges and universities
around the country are srnokefree with no exceptions.
University
of
Kentucky,
University
of
Louisville,
Bellarmine University and
Austin Peay University are
smoke-free campuses in the
area.
Northern
Kentucky
University has a smoke-restrictive policy.

Photo provided
Murray State University President Dr. Randy Dunn signs a
proclamation decianng Nov. 19 se Smoke-Fros Campus Day.
Pictured standing left to right are: Aaron Huckaba (Honors
Program Student Council). Hannah Durbin, Jody Cofer,
Amelia Dodd (MSU Human Resources), Dr. Bob Long, and
Judy Lyle (MSU Heatth Services). Amanda Carrico is not pictured.

•Budget ...
From Front

upgrading the 911 database and
maps. he said.
"1 think she quit three times
and 1 tired her twice but she
kept coming back," he quipped
"I couldn't have done it without
her."
In other action, magistrates
approved a resolution requesting the Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet name a new Ky 1270
bndge in honor of county resident J.D. Waldrop.
"His friends and neighbors
thought it would be An appropriate thing to do to name that
bndge after him," Elkins said
following a unanimous vote of
IPP
Wm
val , a World War II vetaldrop
eran, was a survivor of the
Battle of the Bulge. He received
a bronze star for valor and was
honorably discharged from the
United States Army. He also
worked as a local farmer and a
factory worker; later becoming
a maintenance employee at
Murray State University.
In other business, magistrates:
• authorized Elkins to negotiate a IX W contract with One Call
Now emergency notification
systems for a renewal of the
county's contract services.

and services. The atine's criminal prosecutors spoke to a legtax increases of any kind unlike- islative budget
subcommittee
ly.
about their already strained
"Those are the political reali- finances. AARP
members ralties," said Rand, a Democratic lix1 in the House cnamber
to
from Bedford. "At a time when urge priatection of government
businesses and families are hurt- initiatives that assist the elderly.
ing, it's awfully difficult to raise
A parade of government leadtaxes on them."
en, including Attorney General
State Budget Director Mary Jack Conway, bnefed lawmakLassiter warned Friday that ers Monday on the impact of
most state agencies could face additional budget cuts.
additional 6 percent budget cuts
Conway warned of potential
From Front
this year to help offset an addi- layoffs in his office, which
tional expected $161 million already has seen personnel levAfter showing photos of the
revenue shortfall. That's on top els fall from 250 to just more
progress of the hospital expanof S800 million already slashed than 200. He said a 6 percent cut sion,
Bailey turned the program
from the state budget because of in funding also could eliminate
over to Brad Bloemer, MCCH
revenue declines attributed to grants to local prosecutors to
into the equation, opinions shiftvice president of financial servFrom Front
the ailing economy.
help pay the wages of advocates ices. Bloemer talked to the
ed — sometimes dramatically.
but not everyone's opinion is at
Lassiter
sent
letters
to the who work with crime victims.
In one striking finding, the
attendees about a bond issuance
heads of most government
the same intensity. Opponents poll indicated that
A panel of stat.. economists that has been proposed by the
public supagencies Friday alerting them predicted last month that the
have stronger feelings than do port for banning insurance
board. 'The board is asking to
practhat additional budget cuts were -ecession would likely cause issue
supporters. Seniors remain more tices that discriminate
$15 million in 30-year
against
corning.
skeptical than younger genera- those in poor health may not
additional financial woes for fixed-rate bonds which will
be
Gov. Steve Beshear's admin- state government, though feder- need to be
tions.
approved by both the
as solid dS it seems.
istration intends to try to shield al stimulus money has helped City
The latest survey was conCouncil and the Fiscal
A ban on denial of coverage
ducted by Stanford University because of pre-existing medical some state programs from cuts, stave off some budget cuts.
Court.
including Medicaid. public
General fund receipts dropped
with the nonprofit Robert Wood problems has been one of the
The bonds were recommendschools, universities, communi- 4 percent in October, prompting ed because a
Johnson Foundation.
few factors listed
most popular consumer protecWhen poll questions were tions in the health care debate. ty colleges and the teacher Lassiter to warn that the admin- by Bloemer. The hospital
retirement
system.
istration was "very concerned" expansion was onginally proframed broadly, the eriswera- Some f32 percent said they
Advocates began arnving at the state wouldn't bring in jected to
cost S40 million but
seemed to indicate ample sup- favored the ban, according to a
the Capitol on Monday in hopes enough money to pay for what's final costs are
$46.3 million.
port for Obarna's goals. When Pew Reseal-eh C.'enter poll in
of heading off cuts to a vanety been budgeted in the current fis- Barley later
said part of the
required trade-offs were brought October.
of other government programs cal year.
increased cost was that the ongMai estimate did not include the
finishing of the fifth floor. Other
FUMC to hold annual factors listed were an extra S4
million to complete the central
Hanging of the
energy plant, $3.8 million lost in
Spooled to the ledger
investments(down from S8 milFirst
United
Methodist lion) and S4 million in renovaChurch in Murray will host the
Call today to find out more about a competitive alternative
tion costs to the Medical Arts
annual Hanging of the Green
Building.
to other retirement vehicles — a Single Premium Deferred
Advent senice Sunday, Nov.
Tommy Brewer, an invest22. at 5:30 p.m.
Annuity wrth a First-Year Interest Bonus from Woodmen of
ment banker with BB&T and
The program will feature lots
the World.
former CFO of a hospital, spoke
of Christmas music through
about the bonds. He said the
hyrrins and presentations by the
• Competitive interest rates
hospital is rated acconiing to
hand bell. chancel and cherub
• Earnings compound tax-deferred
choirs. During the service, the
profitability, liquidity and debt
sanctuary will be "hung" with
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structure and the bonds will
improve the hospital's liquidity'
rating which is currently weak.
Bailey then opened the floor
for any questions from the
crowd. He was asked about the
growth compared to space and
income and said while there has
been little growth in inpatient,
there has been large growth in
cutpatient. Meanwhile the new
hospital expansion will double
the square footage of the hospital.
"The pmjection we did four
years ago was a three percent
increase in revenue per year and
that is still the goal," Bailey.
said.
He was also asked about how
much the hospital had tied up in
investrnents, fixed and variable.
Bailey had Bloemer address the
question, and he said half of the
hospital's investments are in
mutual funds and the other half
are in CDs and money market
accounts. Of the mutual funds,
half are equities and the remaining half are fixed-income.
Bailey concluded by thanking
attendees and inviting them to
another tour of the expansion
project on Saturday, December
Thc new building is still slated to open in early 2010.
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including a large Chrismon
tree. Scripture and legend about
the various aspects of Advent
will be read.
A dinner will be served after
the service, and tickets must be
purchased in advance. Tickets
are S5 per person (SI5 family
maximum) and available by
calling the church office.
FUMC is located on the corner
of Fifth arid Maple strL-ets in
Murray.
For more information, contact the church office at (270)
753-3812.
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•Health costs ...

November initial
guaranteed
interest rate is

Pointing out that the cranium)
had hiked its rate by 30 percent
since last year. Elkins pointed
out that he would try to negotiate a lower price for the contract
renewal that would not exceed
$14, 849. Other contractors providing similar services are available and Elkins said he would
attempt to negotiate a lower
pnce. The system uses a computer-based electronic calling
system to warn county residents
of ongoing or impending crisis
such as a fire, tornado or other
emergency by telephone.
• approved a draft contract
with the
Purchase
Area
Development District to contin•
ue geographic information systems services for upgrading
Calloway County 911 dispatch
mapping systems. Serni-arinual
updates for year one of the
agreement will cost S4,500.
Should both parties agree to a
second year of service the cost
was reported at S3,000. Updated
electronic files and hard copy
maps will be created and delivered by March 30, 2010.
• approved the addition of
0.28 miles of Kaitlyn Road located in District 4 - to the
county road maintenance sys-

Bally
Bit,

•Trade show ...
From Front
agnculture industry with question and answer sessions for
interaction on these topics.

"Hands-on demonstrations
will provide real world experience using cutting edge technology."
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aldrop. 72. Mayfield, died Monday, Nov. 16, 2009 at
7:05 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospiud.
Retired from Goodyear Tire Company, he was of
Baptist faith.
Preceding him in de,ath were his wife, Marlon
Suggs Waldrop; his
parents, Olus and Zada Hill Waldrop; and one
sister. Beauton Hill.
Survivors include his wife. Faye Harnson Waldrop;
four daughters, Linda Brumley, Chicago. III., Benita Sharp
4114.1 Beth Stephens,
both of Lynnville. and Chnsty Outland
and husband, Ronnie,
Paynesville. two sons, Gregory Dick and Steve Dick and
wife,
Melissa, all of Mayfield; one brother Bob Waldrop
and wife,
Martha, Murray. and two sisters, Manon Canter and Louise
Wyau,
both of Mayfield. eight grandchildren; five great-grandc
hildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at Ila.m. in the chapel
of Brown
Funeral Home. Mayfield. Rev. Al Cobb will officiate.
Pallbearers
will be Hollie Crittendon, Wes Murphy, Tony Tyler, Jamie
Lee and
Rick and Scott Waldrop. Bunal will follow in the Murray
Memorial
Gardens. Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5
p.m. today
(Tuesday).

Jeffrey Morehead
Jeffrey Morehead, 39, Hardin, died Monday. Nov. 16, 2009, at
6:59 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital. Benton. Collier Funeral
Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements.

Kenneth Ray Holt
A mernonal service for Kenneth Ray Holt will be held at a later
date. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Murray
Calloway County Hospital Hospice Building Fund.
863 Poplar Street. Murray, KY. 42071.
Mr. Holt, 56, of Murray. died at 4:40 a.m. on
Sunday. Nov. 15, 2009 at his home following a
bnef illness.
Retired after 25 years working for the City of
Memphis, Tenn.. Holt was all avid outdoorsman.
He was a member of the Nortnal Masonic Lodge
F&AM 722 and IBEW No. 742. He was of Baptist
Holt
faith.
Born Sept. 24, 1953 in Memphis, he was the son
of John and Joyce Holt. He was preceded in death by his father.
He is survived by his mother and his wife, Michele Marie BrownHolt of Murray; two daughters, Emily Campbell arid Jennifer
Massey: one brother, J.D. Holt and three grandchildren; Makenzie
Massey. Liam Campbell and Wesley. Allen Campbell.

Blaine DoneIson Jr.
The funeral for Blaine Donelson Jr. will be today (Tuesday) at 1
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Rev. Sammy
Cunningham officiating. Pallbearers will be Chad Hughes, Jeremy
Donelson, Tony Seavers, Doug Hendon. Jeff Houston and Donnie
Tipton. Burial will follow in Fossett Cemetery. Visitation is now at
the funerai home.
Mr. Donelson Jr., 35. of Sunny Lane. Murray, died at 7:15 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 14. 2009 in Murray.
A 1993 graduate of Murray High School, he was a member of
Grace Baptist Church. He was Ivrn Dec. 28, 1973, in Murray.
Preceding him in death were his grandfathers. Buell Done!son and
Elvin Scott.
Survivors include his mother, Deborah Collie and husband,
Anthony, Murray; his father, Blaine Done!son Sr. and wife, Phyllis,
Nashville. Tenn.; one son, Trevor Blaine Donelson, one sister,
Christy Seavers and. husband. Tony, and grandmothers. Helen
Done!son and Wanda Scott, all of Murray ; two brothers, Jeremy
Donelson. Hendersonville, Tenn., and Chad Hughes, Murray; one
aunt. Brenda Donelson, Murray.

Talmadge Cone Reynolds
The luneral tor Talmadge Colie Reynolds will be Wednesday at
I I a.m. at Poplar Springs Baptist Church. Bro. Leslie Rhodes will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Barnett Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the church after 10 a.m.
Wednesday'. Heritage Family Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Poplar
Springs Baptist Church Benevolence Fund, 749
Poplar Springs Sr., Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Reynolds, 77, Murray, died Sunday, Nov. 15, 2009 at his
home. Preceding him in death were his parents, Henry Reynolds and
Hattie Harr Reynolds. Mr. Reynolds was a retired Staff Sergeant in
the United States Air Force, serving in the Korean Conflict, and was
a member of Poplar Springs Baptist Church.
Survivors include his wife, Susan Marjean Doss Reynolds; two
sons, Mark Flawthom and wife, Connie, Murray. and Paul Reynolds,
and wife, Susan, Almo: five grandchildren.

graseside sers Ise tiii John Danus Galloway was Monday at 11
a.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens. John Dale officiated. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of
arrangements. Expressions of sy mpathy may be
WASHINGTON (AP) - the new pipe tobacco for hatidmade to the Murray-C'alloway County Hospice With a simple marketing twist, rolled cigarettes.
House. 803 Poplar Street. Murray, Ky. 42071. Mr. tobacco companies are avoiding
Tobacco companies say.
John Danus Galloway. 90, of hfurniy. died Fnday, hundreds of millions of dollars a they're just trying to find d legal
November 13, 2(109. at 6:15 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
year in taxes by exploiting a way to stay afloat after being
An Army veteran of World War II, he was retired from Ford loophole in President Barack saddled with an enormous
nix
Motor Company and of the Baptist faith. He N,dS bom Oct 31. 1919 Obama's child health law.
increase.
in Calloway County. Preceding him in death were his wife. Wanda
Obama
and
Congress
Because the small. IndependReynolds Galloway: parents. Abner and Zelda Harding Galloway: increased taxes on tobacco prodent companies in the roll-yoursisters. Iva Braxton, Euna York. Martha White. Jean Story and ucts earlier this year to
pay for own market are often overshadGeneva Galloway.; ansi hrothers. Harding. Bryan and Paul Galloway. expanded children's
health owed by the huge. publicly held
Survivors include one brother. B. Max (Scotty GaDoway, Little insurance, but tobacco for
roll- cigarette companies. the sudden
Rock. Ark.: brother-in-law, Randolph Story, Murray; sod several your-own cigarettes saw
a dis- shift toward pipe tobacco caught
nieces and nephews.
proportionate leap. from S1.10 researchers by surprise.
to S24.78 per pound. Some preDaniel Morris. who tracks
Mrs. Frances McGehee Churchill
dicted the tax would kill the roll- tobacco production data at the
The funeral for Mrs. Erani_•es McGehee Churchill will be your-own industry. which had Oregon Department of Health.
Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of J. H. Churchill Home. with offered a cheaper alternative to thought he
had made a mistake
Rev. Dr. Ruth Ragovin officiating. Burial will fol- packaged cigarettes.
when he saw April's figures.
low in the Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be
But tobacco companies Pipe tobacco production had
at the funeral home from 4-6 p.m. today (Tuesday) quickly adapted. The Associated more than doubled in a single
from 4 to 6 p.m. at the funeral home.
Press found that as soon as the month. After years of producing
The family requests that expressions of sympa- tax was on the tvoks, companies about 270,000 pounds Per
thy be made to Murray Hospice House or the char- all but shut down their roll-your- month,companies put more than
ity of your choice.
own brands and reinvented them 566,(X/0 pounds of pipe tobacco
Mrs. Churchill. Murray, died Saturday, Nov. 14. under a less-restricted. less- on the market in April.
2009, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital follow- taxed category: pipe tobacco.
Morris called the federal
ing brief illness.
It's still destined to be rolled and Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and
Bom in Fulton County on March 4. 1915, she smoked, but it's taxed at barely a Trade Bureau. which collects
Churchill
the
was the daughter of the late William and Frances tenth the rate, S2.83 per pound.
data. There was no mistake.
McGehee. She was married to Guthrie B. Churchill on Aug. 31.
Normally. pipe tobacco is
Over the next several
1940, who preceded her in death. One sister, Miujorie Call, also pre- coarser and moister than cigamonths. the numbers climhed
ceded her in death.
rette tobacco. But nothing says it higher. In August, the most
Survivors include one daughter, Mary Florence Bert!, and son-in- has to be. In fact, the federal
recent data available, pipe
law. Frank Bertl, Longview. Texas; one sister, Lucille Wallis, govemment says the only
dis- tobacco reached 1.7 million
Memphis. Tenn.; niece, Wylene Jones White and husband. Bob; tinction between the two is how
pounds, enough to roll more
niece. Sandra Wallis Aiken and husband, Charles; nephews, Ottis it•s labeled. That effectively'
than 42 million packs of cigaJones, and wife, Susan; Bill Call and wife. Brenda, Larry Call and gives tobacco marketing execurettes.
wife, Barbara: Jimmy Cali and wife, Karen; numerous great and tives an opportunity to shape the
The huge spike in production
great-great nieces and nephews.
company's tax rate.
corresponded with a tremendous
Mrs. Churchill was a member of the Murray Chapter of the Ordet
Nearly overnight, roll-your- drop in the roll-your-own indusof the Eastern Star and served in offices at both the local and state own brands like Criss Cross and
try.
Companies
produced
levels. She was one of the founders of the Murray Order of Rainbow Farmers Goid came off the
660,000 pounds in August,
for Girls and served as Mother Advisor of the Murray assembly for shelves, replaced by pipe tobac- down
from an average of 1.5
many years. She was also a member and officer in National co with the sanie names. The million
pounds before the taa.
Association of Retired Federal Employees. She was a member of the cuts may be slightly different.
"It really shows how the
First Chnstian Church where she was active in various groups for but they•re suitable for rolling. industry'
is able to respond to
many years. She was a resident of Hickory Woods Retirement Knowing this, retailers steer changes
in the tax environCenter at the time of her death.
customers to the new products. ment," Morris said.
sometimes with a wink and a
Anti-tobacco grou.ps say it's
nod, sometimes with outnght deception. and not just because
advertising.
of the taxes. While flavored cig"They tried to make a prod- arettes are now banned in an
uct within the elernents of the effon to reduce the appeal of
law that they could, in fact. mar- smoking to children. no such
ket as pipc tobacco," said Scott ban applies to pipe tobacco,
Bendett. owner of Habana allowing companies to sell black
WASHINGTON I AP) - economist
at
Moody's Premiurn Cigar Shoppe in cherry,
vanilla and other variImproved retail sales gave Wall Economy.com.
Albany. N.Y.. which advertises eties.
Street a boost Monday but provided little hope for a robust holiday shopping season that might
invigorate the economic recovery.
The October figures. driven
by' a surge in auto sales, exceeded economists' expectations. Yet
consumers are so squeeLed by
tight credit and rising unemployment that economists don't
expect to see significant spending until well after year's end.
Even optimists predict scant
improvement over last year's
holiday season. Consumer
spending accounts for about 70
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screening will be given for two
days from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The tests have been arranged for anyone who suspects they are losing their
hearing. Such persons generally say
they can hear but cannot understand
words. Testing with the latest
computerized electronic will indicate
whether you can be helped. Everyone,
especially those over 65, should have
an electronic hearing test at least once
a year. If there is a hearing problem,
a free electronic hearing test may
reveal that newly developed methods
of correction will help. even for those
who have been told in the past that
a hearing aid would not help thcm.
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Locust Grove Baptist Church

Doggie
Day Spa
and Pet
ID Clinic
Saturday
a The Humane Society of
Calloway County and Murray
SZate University's Animal
Health Technology/Pre-veten'airy Club are hosting the final
Doggie Day Spa of 2009 on
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Carnien Pavilion. Carmen
'ilion is on College Farm
goad directly across from
Calloway County High School.
The Humane Society. will
olicrochip dogs for SIO each.
make custom pet ID tags on site
tOr $3 each. have holiday gifts
for your pets and photograph
pets and add them to their free
Lost Pet Photo Registry.
;Murray State University. aniILI health technology and pre3eterinary students will bathe
clog for $7 each. clean ears and
(inn nails for $4 or provide "the
works," bath, ear cleaning and
lad trim for $10.
For more information. cont)ct the Humane Society of
Calloway County at 270-7591884.

t

plans Wednesday services
Locust Grove Baptist Church Youth
Group Leaders in training (LIT.) swill lead .
the service on Wednesday 7 p.m. The youth
perfonn a skit. "Everything" and youth
pastor Bro. Aaron Wilson will give the message on "How Do l'ou Like Your Tea?"
A fellowship period will be at 6 p.m. A special love offering will be taken for the youth
trip to the Strength To Stand ('onference on
Dec. 28.

Datebook
By .to Burkeen
Community
Editor

American Legion Auxiliary will meet
Wednesday at 6 p.m. at the American Legion
Building, 310 Bee Creek Dr. off Nonh 4th St.
For more information call 293-0983.

Murray FRYSC Council will meet
Murray FRYSC Advisory Council will meet Wednesday at noon ;
•.2
in the west conference room at Murray Board of Education

Photo provided
FLAGS PRESENTED: Woodmen Lodge 592 donated 350 small American flags to East
Elementary School for their Veterans' Day Assembly. Pictured from left. are Kathy Crouch,
pnncipal at East Elementary. Clyde Rowland, Jack Marvin, Joel Jackson, Amos McCarty,
Icxige members, Andrea Wright, East guidance teacher, and Rachel Brown, Field Rep
Woodmen.

Taxpayers group will meet
Active Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway will meet Thursday at •:
6:30 p.tn. at the Calloway County Public Library. Dan Walker will :
present the program. "Let Freedom Ring - The Declaration of
Independence in poetry, prose and music." All interested persons are
invited. For more inforrnation call 753=8565.

New Beginnings Support
Group hears Harpole speak

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert for an electric stove for a family of three has been
issued. Anyone having one to donate is asked to call the Calloway
County Family Resource Center at 762-7331.

Lodge 170 will meet tonight
Vs'oodmen of World Kirksey Lodge 170 will meet tonight::
(Tuesday) at 6 p.m. at the Harmon Hall off North 4th St. Murray.f•
All lodge veterans will be honored at a BBQ meal.

Calloway Alumni to meet
Calloway Alumni and Associates will meet tonight (Tuesday) at
6 p.m. at Pagliai's Pizza. All interested persons are invited.

Quilt Lovers will meet
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6 p.m. in
the community room of the Calloway County Public Library. Doors
will open at 5:30 p.m. The program on "Sheer Ribbon Illusions".
based upon the technique used by Libby Lehman will be given by
Judy Hobbs. There also will be time for "show & tell" by members.
All quitters or want-to-be quilters are invited.

FALL FUls
and Murra
event with

Music Department will meet
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
tonight (Tuesday') at 7 p.m. at First Christian Church for a musical
program by Mark Dycus, Donnie Hendrix. Judith Hill Julie W'arner.
Hostesses will be Sondra Rice, Nancy Dycus, Linda Scott. Judith
Hill. Lilia Murray. Margery' Shown and Mary Shipley.

3 Medium
1 Topping Pizzas

Murray Singles will meet
Murray' Singles will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. in the
annex of the Calloway County Public Library. For more information
call Pat at 489-2909.

$18.00

Bingo planned Thesday
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30
p.m. at the KC hall on Squire Road. Murray. The public is invited.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
AI-Anon will meet tonight(Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m

at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the rear door located near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or fnend.
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Emergency committee will meet

Rotary Club Telethon

A meeting of the Local Emergency Planning Committee will be
today (Tuesday) at 2 p.m. at the Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad Station I at 101 East Sycamore St., Murray. For more information contact Emergency Management Director William Call at
293-0068.

November 18 — 19
from 7 — 10 p.m.
Channels:

Thursday, No‘. 19 Community Focus

RSEC.

Calloway County High School Laker Soccer banquet will be
Thursday at 6 p.m. in the high school cafeteria. Tickets are SI2 each •
and may be purchased on Thursday during lunch at the high school
or any day from Mrs. McDaniel at the middle school. A limited
amount of tickets will also be available at the door on the night of
the banquet.
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NNednesda:s. No‘. 18 N1urra State t
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Lakers plan soccer banquet

By Linda Wright
co-leader of group
Brittany Harpole recently
spoke to New Beginnings
Support Group in a simple,
straight-forward way. Her message was a powerful one of love
and hope for the brokenhearted.
Brittany opened with, "You
might think I'm a punk because
I have a hat on. You might think
that I can't do anything because
I'm a girl. You inight think that
I don't know much because I'm
young. You might think that

Urn impure because I'm a college student, but I'm a Christian
and I'm God's servant, and I can
do all things through God who
gives me strength." She then
prayed a simple prayer in Jesus
name to have God's Spirit flow
through her to help to transform
lives.
"God wants to restore everyone's life." Brittany said. She
went on to say that if we have a
healthy and active relationship
with God through Christ Jesus,
we don't have to face anything
atone. God has a heart .for the
brokenhearted arid wants to lift
us up when we are down and in
sin. Brittany believes that you
get out of a relationship what
you put into it. and that includes Brittany Harpole
our relationship with God.
Here are the steps for being Youth Center. that she found
God cared for her and He could
restored that Brittany listed:
*Give your life to God and be trusted. Until she started
down the path of true
follow him whole-heartedly.
*Pray and give thanks to God. Christianity she always fell back
*Give up things that hold you into sin. The Spirit of Jesus is
back in your relationship with now very real to her and she
loves walking in victory with
Him
*Let God's Spirit add these Him.
As you pray. Bnttany says,
things to your life: love, joy,
peace, patience, gentleness. and confess your sin to God and
goodness, faith, humility, and keep reading His Scripture.
especially when you are down,
K.If-control
Brittany says that in middle He will show you the Bibleand high school she had prob- Believing church that is just
lems with the words of her right for you. We need to be
mouth and stealing from others. around people who will lift us
She also hung out with a group up and not pull us down. In this
that was involved with drugs way. as we draw close to God,
and alcohol. She was in A- and He will draw close to us and
CARRY-OUT MY
school. even though she tried keep us safe so that the devil
tiot good with any other attar Oyu 12/1=
over and over to do the right will not destroy our lives. We
things. She says it wasn't until are to share our life in Christ
she started finding God through with others so that they can
804 CHESTNUT STREET • MURRAY • 753-66S6
simple conversation with him know what we have found for
29ZUS HWY 68 • DRAFFENVILLE • 270-527-2727
and through people like Carrie ourselves. Brittany said the bad
Groves, with the Main Street things she used to do seemed
fun. but she sees now that they
were only destroying her life.
Brittany gave many Scripture
references as she spoke to back
Tune in to Murray Rotary Club's annual community telethon to
up what she said. One of the last
Scriptures she shared was II
see local celebrities promote local businesses.
Corinthians 6:2: "today is the
day of salvation" and she urged
people to get their lives right
with God.
Brittany closed the session
with praise music.
The next NBSG meeting will
be at Westside Baptist Church
Murray Electric Channel 11
on Saturday. Nov. 21. The
meeting, open to the public. will
New Wave Channel 11
start at 6:30 p.m. with a pot-luck
Murray State Channel 11
meal. Joseph Winchester will
entertain with dinner music at
the piano. At 7 p.m. Paul Lile
will lead in praise music, followed by thc speaker. Brandon
Molle' who will speak about a
Biblical and healthy lifestyle.
especially in our eating habits
and ftxxi selection. For a ride or
more infonnation. you may call
Ron or Linda Wright at 753Murray Rotary Club Telethon is sponsored by local businesses All programming is produced locally
0156.
Hosted by MSLI-TV l I
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Legion Auxiliary will meet

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert has been issued for a washer and dryer for a family by• the Calloway County Family Resource Center. Anyone having these to donate may call 762-7333.

Events needed for guide
Any organization. business or individual who would like an
event featured in the official 2010 Murray Visitor Guide's event calendar should contact Erin Carrico at the Convention and Visitors
Bureau. The guide is sent to pnnt in early December and will be in ,
circulation for all of 2010. Ms. Carrico can be reached by calling
759-2199 or mail at erincarricoOkourmurray.com

DES Rescue Squad plans fundraiser
Murray-Calloway County DES Rescue Squad has started its
annual picture fundraiser. Ronnie Burkeen, chief, said "We will be
calling on the telephone and asking for your donations. In tum you
will get a free color 8x1I0 portrait. All donations should be mailed•
to the Rescue Squad, P.O. Box 599, Murray, KY 4271." For more'
information call Burkeen at 270-762-1714 or e-mail at
rburkeen Ot. murray-ky-net

You don't have to be a farmer to get
FARM BUREAU INSURANCE.
Home • Auto • Manufactured Home • Farm • Life • Long

Term Care • Health

Insurance available in city or county

753-4703 •
Cailoway County Farm Bureau
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HEART WALKERS: Pictured are memberG of Calloway County
Schools that attended the recent Heart Walk fund raiser at the
RSEC

VISMNG VETERAN: Retired General Joe Orr spoke to Miss
Wood's P4 class at Murray Elementary about Veterans Day
and his personal experiences in the Army.
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FALL FUN: Pictured are Robin Brown's Kindergarten's Class of Murray Elementary
School
and Murray State University students at their Fall Family Fun Night. This event is an
annual
event with Brown's class and the brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon at MSU.

b will meet
for a musical
Julie Warner.
Scott. Judith

STUDENTS OF THE MONTH: The October Tiger Students of the Month at Murray
Middle
School are: McKenzie Bradley, Koby Knight, Sophie E3ozik. Cody Villalobos, Haley Cowen,
Zan Speed, Jake Morris, Malana Shaffer, Chaley Roberts, Mallory Stone, Bryce Margie,
Sarah
Parker, Kaci Tinsley. Logan Smart, Hunter Carter, Lucas Stubblefield, Elijah Armstrong,
Kristen
Lyons, Jonathan Hilbrecht, Nate Douglas, Jessica Campas, Prashant Chakradhar
, Chase
Nelson, Tre Hombuckle, Jimmy White, Kristen Youngblood, K!aylee Capps. Tqprnia Hardin,
A
J Pitman, Alli Hardin, James Holland, Jamine Van Dyke, SVykany Larnb,"isaa
c Hansen,
Geremiah Malone. Caleb Rogers, Ashley Callihan. Cecile Stone, Sarah Whitney,
Deassha
Fields, Andrew Sweeney and Josh Howe.
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HONOR CHOIR: The Kentucky Chapter of the American
Choral Directors Association held their KY ACDA Honor
Choirs and Fall Convocation on November 6 and 7, 2009 at
the Singletary Center for the Arts at the University of Kentucky
in Lexington. Ten students from Calloway County Schools
were selected by audition to perform in the honor choirs.
Pictured, back row, from left, Morgan Adams (8th grade),
Jamie Revell (9th grade), Josh Miller (9th grade), James
McMinn (9th grade) and Darrah Clark (8th grade). Front. frorn
left, Brandy Mason (7th grade), Alexandra Workman (6th
grade), Kathryn May (6th Grade). Elizabeth Alexander (6th
grade) and Heather Schmitt (8th grade).
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ASTRONAUT IN TRAINING: North Calloway Elementary fifth
grader Brady Schaaf performs his simulated NASA rnission at
the Challenger Learning Center. Fifth grade students from
North Calloway Elementary recentty became astronauts on a
space station going in search of Comet Enke by participating
hands-on space simulation. Rendezvous with a Comet.

CILAPIER19
"You want me to do what?" I
asked Chloe! "You heard me,
Woody. I want you to take the
prize money." My ears must
have still been water logged.
"Why. Chloe?" I asked.
"Because you are a survivor. It's
hard to believe that the pup who
survived alone in the rain is the
same one who packed a plug-in
blanket." Everyone giggled.
"But Chloe. we're tied in the
challenges. You won the backpack challenge. I won the fishing challenge." "Yes. Woody.
but you survived a real situation
- not a challenge." I tried to
remind CI loe that she had survived in a real situation by rescuing me, but she wasn't listening. "I'll agree with you on one
point, Chloe. I have come along
way!" Again, everyone giggled
-- and agreed. "Tell us about it,
son." Dad said.
"W'ell, I learned that to survive
in the wilderness, you have to
make smart choices and be prepared. My life would have been
easier if I'd packed my hat
instead of pupsicles. I learned
it's great to work together to
accomplish a task. When Chloe
and I put our heads together, we
mapped our journey. escaped a
snake and were there for each
other when things got sticky."
Moin and Dad looked pleased. I
continued, "I learned shortcuts
aren't always shorter and I
learned being able to rtad and
:..ommunicate is necessary in
surviving." "Anything else?"
Mom asked. "I learned we must
follow the rules even when
nobody is watching. And if
everyone does his part. then life
will be smoother and happier for
everyone. I learned when you
find yourself in a pickle, it's
important to keep a cool head
and stay positive. And. if you•re
ever in the woods alone and you
don't have a cell phone or a

ILLUSTRATIONS E5Y PAUL 15RETT JOHNSON

compass, a harrnonica could
save your life!"
Mom. Dad and Chloe
laughed! "W'e should camp
more often, especially now that
I know how to survive at camping." I suggested. Dad agreed
that we would be camping regularly, but then he said something
that surprised me. "Woody, you
didn't just learn about surviving
in the wilderness." "I didn't?"
"No, you learned about surviving in real life. Think about it.
All the points you listed apply to
real life. Your mom and I are
always talking about how
important it is to be able to read,
follow directions and communicate with others. We are always
talking about staying cool in
tough situations and making
smart choices." Dad was right.
The light bulb in my head turned
on. "Now I know why Mom is
always reading books to us and
teaching us new words. I'm
sorry, Mom, sometimes I
thought you made us follow
directions because that's what
Moms did. I didn't realize you
were helping us be survivors."
Mom gave me the best hug. I
realized something else. "Now I
think I know why you won't let
me spend all my time in front of
the TV playing my WOOF
game. You knew there was a
great big world outside tttat was
more exciting, colorful and
challenging than any computer
program or DVD in the world."
Mom looked at Dad, who was
holding Chloe. and said, "By
doggies. 1 think he's got it!"
Chloe crawled off Dad's knee
arid joined me in Mom's lap.
"That's why you have to take
the pnze money, Woody. You
earned it!" I thought about it for
a second. "That's so generous of
you. Chloe, but you know, the
WOOF game I wanted isn't
exciting anymore. I don't need
the money now." "Yes, you do!"

"I dor'"Definitely!" I was confused. Why did Chloe think I
needed the money so badly? "I
hate to argue, Chloe, but I don't
want the game anymore. I want
to do something for you. You
rescued me in the woods - and
besides. you come to my rescue
all the time!" Chloe looked
exasperated. "Woody, by taking
the money, you will be doing the
family a big favor." "I wilP"
"Yes," Chloe answered. "I want
you to use the money for harmonica lessons!" Everyone
roared with laughter. I gave
Chloe a bear hug and thanked
her for the generous gift. Chloe
had just taught me one more
thing. I wasn't the harmonica
virtuoso that I thought
"les been a long day. pups,"
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Dad said. "Let's get a good
night's sleep. We have lots of
camping left before we head
home in a few days.- Mom
tucked us in our sleeping bags,
read us a story and we said our
bedtime prayers. being thankful
for our safety. I snuggled up to
Chloe. I took my nght paw and
wrappe.d it around Chloe's paw.
In my. left paw was, you guessed
it. my harmonica.

Thanks to LG&E/KU both E.ON companies and KPA for
making this project possible. Thanks to the Kentucky:
Secretary of State for sponsoring the new podcast. For podcast and questiorts and activates
go online to www.kyprrss.com
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'Faces of Cancer'exhibit
on display at Orscheln's
Stneciol ter the Ledger
The Kentucky Cancer Prograuo in partnership with Orschein's
Farm & Horne Store will host -Fame of Cancer," a Nash
Photography. photographic tribute to purchase arr,a cancer survivors. The ealubit featuring C_alloway County's Karen Hunter.
ovanan CHI1CCT survior, will be on display now duvugh Nov. 24,
in Murray.. "Faces of Cancer" is Kentucky Cancer Program's
sxlebration ot cancer survivors.
Milner IS d
associate at Orscheln's Farm and Home
Store. She is a member ot Westside Baptist Church and enjoys
golf. gardening, beach vacations and her grandchildren. She
was diagnosed with Stage III ovarian cancer in 2007 after several months of tncreasing fatigue. and abdominal pain. ft WRS
reported. She nsceived treaonent at Barnes Jewish Hospital in
St. Louis. She also received a total hysterectomy. She received
additional treatment in Paducah. but had to stop in early 2008
due to peripheral! neuropathy. She is currently being followed in
Paducah and St Louis with lab work and CT scans every. threeto-four months. Hunter hopes everyone will hear her words of
advice,"Know the signs of ovarian cluicer, if you don't feel well
mid it persists, you know yourself better than anyone else, go to
the doctor and ask for help. Ovarian cancer - it whispers. so listen," she said.
The exhibit consists of eight portraits of local survivors from
each county in the Purchase Area and their story. This is the
first time all eight counties have representation in this exhibit
Jamie SMALL cancer control specialist, with the Kentucky
Cancer Program said. "Faces of Cancer is an opportunity to cel. ebrate survivorship and share the importance of cancer screenings. We encourage everyone to check with their doctor on
what cancer screenings are appropnate for them." The public is
invited to visit the display dunng the week.
For more information, contact the Kentucky Cancer Program
at 442-1310.

New mammogram advice raises questions, concerns
By JOCELYN NOVECK
AP National Writer
NEW' YORK (AP) — For many women,
getting a mammogram is already one of
life's more stressful expenences.
Now, women in their 40s have the added
talsektaiftgouarcirre out if they should
ingntgot to
fet:t
tbYev:gm
exn:o
nvA
said Monday that
most women don't need mammograms in
their 40s and should get one every two years
starting at 50 — a stunning reversal arid a
break with the Amencan Cancer Society's
iong-standing position. What's more, the
panel said breast self-exams do no good,
and women shouldn't be taught to do them.
The news seemed destined to leave many
deeply confused about whose advice to follow.
"I've never had a scare, but isn't it better
to be safe than sorry'!" asked Beth
Rosenthal, 41, sitting in a San Francisco
cafe on Monday afternoon with her friend
and their small children. "I've heard of a lot
of women in their 40s, and even 30s,

Sheriff wams of possible
phone sc.am in county

who've gotten breast cancer. It just doesn't
seem right to wait until 50."
Her friend agreed. "I don't think I'll wait,"
said L,eslie David-Jones. also 41, shaking
her head.
For most of the past two decades. the
American Cancer Society has been recommending annual mammograms beginning at
40, and it reiterated that position on
Monday. "This is one screening test I recommend unequivocally, and would recommend to any woman 40 and over," the society's chief medical officer, Dr. Otis
Brawley, said in a statement.
But the U.S. Preventive Services Task
Force, a government panel of doctors and
scientists, concluded that such early and frequent screenings often lead to false alarms
and unneeded biopsies, without substantially improving women's odds of survival.
"Ilie benefits are less and the harms are
greater when screerung starts in the 40s,"
said Dr. Diana Petitti, vice chair of the
panel.
Breast cancer survivors who were diag-

nosed at young age were aunong the mors
vocal cntics of the new guidelines
"This sure seems like a big step backward,
to me." said Debbie Hayes, who was duo.
nosed with Stage 2 breast cancer at age 33
after finding a lump dunng a self-exam. A
mammogram. ultrasutuid, biopsy and finally
a mastectomy and chemotherapy followed.
"People are being diagnosed even in their
early 20s," said Hayes, now 53 anti a volunteer coordinator for the Chicago-based
Breast Cancer Network of Strength.
"Manunograms at a key element of tttat."
But another breast cancer survivor thought
the new guidelines sounded about nght —
even though she was diagnosed at age 37,
two years ago_
'They seem pretty sensible to rne." said
Claire Mayne, of San Francisco. "The death
rate is not going down because of the earlier mammograms. I'd feel comfortable
telling a friend to wait until she was 50."

Watchdog: Gov't may have overpaid to bail out AIG

Staff Report
Calloway County Shenff Bill
Marcum is warning area residents of a possible phone scam
that citizens have reported in
the county.
In a press release, Marcum
said victims of the scam are
told they have won several million dollars. They are then
asked to wire money - often
several thousand dollars - to a
number in order to secure their
"wirdtings." The perpetrators of
die scam often identify themseises as being associated with
reputable businesses and organizatic•ns, such as the Publisher's
Clearirig House, and the Better
Business Bureau, he said.
''If you receive a call fmm the
876 area code informing you
that you have won anything, do
not speak with tine seamier.
arid hang up immediately',"
Marcum said. "Also, you
should not call the number
back, as the 876 arta code is for
Photo provided
Miranda Rogails Miller, granddaughter of the late Kelton . the island of Jamaica, and you
Rogers, presents a Czech CZ27 semi-automatic pistol to can incur a very large charge to
your long distance bill. Citizens
Charles Lemmons, curator of the Patton Museum of Cavalry
should never agree to send
and Armor in Fort Knox. The pistol was found by Rogers in
money to anyone they do not
Gerrnany dunng WWII while serving under General Patton.
know, nor should they ever
give out personal information
over the phone.
Marcum encouraged anyone
in the county who has fallen
victim to this scam or any similar scam to contact the
The granddaughter of a said they teamed to use and
Sheriff's Office at 753-3151 or
WWII veteran has donated a care for 4" Howitzer
guns capaother law enforcement agency.
piece of memorabilia to the
hie of shooting up to seven
Patton Museum of Cavalry and
miles. it was reported.
Armor in Fort Knox. The item
For Best Results
In March 1944, he was sent
is a Czech CZ27 semi-automatPlace Your Ad
to
Fort
Knox
to
armored
tanks
ic pistol found by the late
With Us
Kelton Rogers while on tour in mechanic school and soon left
Germany with General George for overseas. He spent time in
Patton. Miranda Rogers Miller France, Belgium. Germany,
Call 753-1916
made the donation recently for Austria and other nations
where
her grandfather, who was atank he
drove half tracks and
mechanic with the Battery A
repaired them.
423 Arrnored Field Artillery
According to Bahr, Rogers
Battalion,
10th
Armored
I 111..1{.1.-s- N(11)1_
said he usually slept on his dufRogers initially joined the fel bag in the tank. Rogers
Army in 1942 and trained at returned stateside in 1945 and
Camp Gordon in Georgia. In an received an honorable disinterview with Jean Bahr, he charge from the Artny, she
said.

By DANIEL WAGNER
AP BUSITIeSS Wnter
WASHINGTON (AP', —
Officials handling the multibillion dollar bailout of insurance
giant American International
Group Inc. mismanaged an initial rescue attempt and may have
overpaid other banks to wind
down A1G's business relationships, a government watchdog
says.
The Federal Reserve Bank of
New. York -- beaded at the time
by now-Treasury Secretary
Timothy Geittmer — paid AIG's
business partners full face value
for securiues so they would can-

cel insurance contracts A1G had
written in order to ease the
firm's liquidity crunch. But at
least one of those partner banks
offered to canceled the contracts
for less, according to a report
Monday from Neil Barofsky, the
Special Inspector General for
the $700 billion financial bailout
Congress approved last October.
That means officials may have
spent billions more than necessary to cancel debt insurance
contracts with banks including
Goldman Sachs Group Inc. and
others, the report says.
AIG, a financial services conglomerate that was the world's

largest insurer, was considered
so interconnected with othei
companies that its failure could
upend the global financial system. As it teetered last fall, officials decided to save the company with billions of taxpayer dollars and government guarantees
to prevent deepening the spreading financial crisis.
After several bailouts, A1G
now holds government commitments worth up to $180 billion
rnore than any other company. The Treasury Department
owns nearly 80 percent of the
company.

Mid-America Precision
Agriculture Conference
November 18, 2009 9 am - 5 pm
Murray State University School ot Agriculture is hosting
the
first annual Mid-America Precision Agriculture Conferen
ce!
Vendors from every aspect of Precision Agriculture will
be in
attendance to assist you with all of your precision agriculture
needs.
c, Precision Agriculture Workshops for beginners through
advanced users
0 Vendor Trade Show
Live Hands-on Demonstrations

Woman donates grandfather's
gun to Fort Knox museum

WM."Bill" Cherry
Exposition Center
Murray, KY

FREE Admission!
For more information on workshops and a list of
companies In attendance, check out our website,

Or contact

Ryan Andunton at

ryang.anderyttrtgrntur-ayutate.edu
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Haven't we all been blessed with this beautiful fall
weather and
glorious colors? So many enjoy our park with the
paths and the
plants and the animals we have there. Something is new
colorful
everyday! Many residents, family and neighbors
take advantage
of the wonderful weather to get a little bit of fresh
air, walk dogs
and just enjoy the Lord's handiwork!

Mary Beth Harp
Danny Lawrence
Cathenne Wicker ..
Happy Birthday to all!

November 19
November 22
November 29
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Congratulations to Selena Alderman who won the drawing
for the
piano. I'm S.) happy someone won who wants to
leam to play.
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HEAD COACH FIRED WITH ONE
GAME REMAINING ON SCHEDULE
By MICHAL1 DANN
Sports Editor
In the Murray State football media guide, you will find
three names above Matt Gnffin's on his bio page.
Mike Gottfned. Frank Beamer and Houston Nutt.
It was the hope and aspiration of those who hired Griffin back on Dec. 12, 2005.
that he would indeed become
the next great Racer football
coach.
Sadly, after enduring a 3-7
overall record and 2-5 mark
in the Ohio Valley Conference
arid following a 49-13 loss at
Southeast Missoun State Saturday, MSU athletics director
Allen Ward firel Griffin Monday after a almbined 6-26
record in his tenure ai Murray
State.
The following is Ward's complete press conference. including. his opening statement that
was given to members of the
media Monday...

Q: Who coaches Saturday
against Tennessee Tech?
AW: Mark Lister rkletensr‘c
coordinator).

A

offensively. That was disappointing. I know that was disappointing to coach Gnffin. I
know it was disappointing to
the team. I think if our offense
could have played at a consistent level, because for the
most part our defensc did except
for a couple of games, we
would have been better off.
I would have probably said
the same thing about the defense
two years ago. But the kids grew
up and even when coach (Rich)
Nagy left and coach Lister
came in, our philosophy and
our whole approach was the
same. it was just the kids grew
up differently. I know from the
quarterback position, we didn't see the growth as much.
We went through different systems and different styles of
offense the last couple of years
and I think that hurt us. I think
it kept us from taking that next
step.
Q: Mow much bettee: do you
feel about going Into this coaching search titan the last one,
when Joe Pannunzio was let
go a few years ago?
AW: A lot better. I think we
ai-e in a much better position
than we were four years ago.
We have made a lot of improvements to our facility. We have
three exceptional APR scores.
which means we have no penalties to have to deal with anymore. We don't have the citizenship issues. We've got a
good group of kids and Matt
has pot a foundation in place.
both athletically and academically. so we should have more
to sell this time around. It's
much different than it was four
years ago and the commitment
that we have made to the program will entice some very good
candidates.

Q: What will you look at in
hiring his replacement?
AW: The standard cliche is
the best coach possible. But
that's really what I'm talking
about. People like to bnng up
all the head coaches that we
have had here in the past and
all the big names I agree. I
hope to find the next Houston
Nutt or Frank Beamer. But the
dynamics of college football
are a lot different today than
they were back then. As far
as the financials. what people
Mi See GRIFFIN, 2B

By The Numbers

\ ;

n's Gone

Q: How dki the players take
the news when they were
informed?
Q: Is *Is simply a veins and
AW: I think as you would
lasses &art
expect. It was a tough day for
AW: No, It's more than that. them. Supportive of coach GrifI'm not ever going to base it fin, this is his first group of
on wins and losses. When I eval- seniors. He recruited them. They
uate a program, I think I'm probably feel like they' let him
doing a disservice to the pro- down some. I don't know if
gram if that's all I look at. that's the case. I think they
There are several things. We worked hard and gave it all
really struggled this year
to they had. But we're here and
estiblish any kind of identity this is where we need to go.
or I consistency. Especially on I encouraged them to be part
the;offensive side of the ball. of something that could be speso that was taken into account. cial as we try to move forIt's; really where we are in all ward, as we try to take this
ph*es, where we expected to program to another level, to
he ;this year and disappoint- where I think we should be.
ment with where we stand in And that's competing at a high
the:OVC. It's simply just time level in the Ohio Valley. Conto no into a new direction.
ference.
: Where do you feel like
Drift failed as head coach?
W: I think we struggled
off nsively. I think the turnover
we had at the offensive coordinnior position really hurt us
thei last couple of years. We
tr ggled early when' we wcre
pla ing a lot of freshmen and
so omores. probably more on
de nse and special teams than
on ;offense, because we moved
then-mil pretty well. But then
as (the defense and special
tea s) staned to catch up, wc
to
a few steps backward

99

SECTION B

MSU FOOTBALL ROUNDUP

Allen Ward: I will state how
much I appreciate what coach
Griffin has done, taking over
this program in a tough set of
ciroumstances and bringing it
to a point where we have a
good nucleus of players and
have done a lot of things with
the long term stability of our
program. I don't discount that
I know very clearly all the things
that he has done to bring us
to this point. That doesn't
change the fact that I felt in
evaluating the season, that it
is Our best interest to make a
move at this point. I will bring
in s
* ome fresh leadership and
hopefully energize a fan base
and a team that is very dedicated.
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A LOOK AT THE LAST
THREE SEASONS, INCLUDING
10 GAMES THIS YEAR FOR
MATT GRIFFIN
ear
OiL14
OCITterence
006
1-10
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k007
2-9
1-7
0008
5-7
4-4
;t009"
3-7
2-5
!Denotes one game missed due to firing

MiCHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
Murray State heed football coach Matt Griffin was fired Monday
after enduring a 3-7 overall record and 25 In the Ohio Valley Conference. Griffin's combined record
In four years was 6-26. Athletic director Allen
Ward held a preqs conference Monday to announce the firing.

MSU release oit Matt Griffin firing

By MN Sports Informstka
own. It wasn't easy and he worked extremeDirector of Athletics Allen Ward ly. hard to improve the program's founannounced today that head football coach dation both athletically. and academically.
Matt Griffin will not return for his fifth But unfortunately we took a step back
season at the helm of the Murray State this season and have struggled to mainfootball program. A search for his replace- tain any real consistency or identity. I'm
ment will begin immediately.
optimistic moving in a new direction will
"I appreciate what Coach Griffin has allow us to build upon what we have in
done to advance the rebuilding process place and energize a dedicated team and
at Murray State", said Ward. "We have fan base."
a good nucleus of players, and he made
Ward emphasizes that the commitment
some significant progress in a number of to the program is evident. In addition to
areas important to the long-term stability' thc Field Turf playing surface. thc footof thc program. But as I evaluate the ball program enjoys a recently remodeled
season and what's in our overall best locker room, new scoreboard and play
interests, I have determined a change ckx:ks, a new video editing system. new
would be to our advantage at this point statc-of-the-art strength and conditioning
in time.
equipment. and much more. The program
"Coach Gnffin started from scratch and is also fully funded in scholarships at the
had to endure the APR penalties imposed NCAA FCS maximum and no longer subby the NCAA that were no fault of his ject to APR penalties having posted three

consecutive years of impressive scorex.
"Without question I believe the coinmitment that has been made to the football program the past four years will
entice an exceptional field of candidates
for the Job." Ward said. "We have positioned the program for success and it's
time to capitalize on all we have to offer."
The Racers close out the 2009 season
Saturday afternoon at Tennessee Tech at
1:30 p.m
Statement from Matt Griffin:
"m) tatmly anti I haNe and will always
appreciate the generous support of the
Mun-ay State University administration,
students, loyal alumnae, fans and studentathletes. The Racer football program has
in place a strong foundation for
future
success. Thank you for the opportunit
y
to serve Murray State University.
"
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Stuart Alexander

ASKA, JENKINS, ROBINSON FtECOGNIZED FOR BASKET13ALL;
Guo EARNS SECOND-STRAIGHT SETTER OF THE WEEK HONOR
Sy IOU Sports inferusaties
Mun-ay State's Ivan Asks and B.J.
- Jenkins earned Ohio Valley Conference
Player ot the Week and Newcomer ot
the • Week honors Monday in a vote of
the league's sports information directors.
Aska, a sophomore from Ft. Lauderdale , Fla , last year's OVC Freshman
of the Year, averaged 18.5 points and 3.5
• [rebounds per game last week as Murray
State lost by only five points at nationally-ranked California and topped 1./MSL
Sy.7:38 points at home.
'Asks hit 82.4 percent (14-of-17) from
-fhe.field and 64.3 percent (9-of-141 from
the free throw line in the two games. He
had a I7-point effort in the season-opener at No. 12 Cal and added a 20-point
outing against UMSL where he hit 9-of9 from the field.
• lenkins, a junior from Virginia Beach,
Va., averaged 12.0 points, 3.5 rebounds
amd 3.5 assists.
• - He hit 8-of-16 from the field and 5: of-11 (45.5%) from 3-point range in the
two games. He scored 16 points in the
Cal game hitting 4-of-7 from three-point
rhnge.
'The Racers hit the road this week for
Miami, Fla., and three games in the Coach-

es vs Cancer Class's MSU meets LtaleS
Madison in a 3 p.m. central time game
at US Century. Bank Arena on Friday.
After an off day Saturday, the Racers
play North Carolina C'entral Sunday. and
the host Florida International Monday.
*lariats Roblerson Mooed
OVC Freshman at tile Week
Rookie women's basketball player Mariah Robinson has been named the Ohio
Valley Conference Freshman of the Week
for Nov. 16. Robinson earns the honor in
the first week of the 2009-10 women's
basketball season.
The Beaver Dam, Ky., native tallied
double-digit point totals in her tirst two
career games as a Racer, helping the team
to wins over Alabama A&M (72-01) and
Memphis (69-59). She was the first freshman to start for the Racers since the
2006-07 season. Robinson averaged 14.5
points while hitting 50 percent of her
field goals. She also went 5-for-7 from
behind the arc.
MSU opens up the home portion of
the 2009-10 campaign Wednesday, Nov.
18 at 7 p.m. against Mid Continent in
the Regional Special Events Center.
game will see the Racers looking ckfend
their 19-garne home-winning streak. which

is the fifth-longest active streak in NCAA
DI women's basketball and tied for the
longest in school history
Owe Earns Seceemi-Straight
Senor
el the Week Now
Sophomore setter lade Guo was named
the Ohio Valley Conference Setter of the
Week for Nov. 16, This is the third honor
for 2009 and the seventh overall for the
DaTong, Shanxi, China native. It is also
the second consecutive week that Guo
has been named the OVC Setter of the
W'eek.
Guo tallied 12.60 assists per set for
Mumty State in three matches. She also
added 24 digs, seven blocks and 13 kills.
Guo recorded just two hitting errors on
32 attempts.
Guo led the Racers to a .286 team
hitting percentage on the week. She tallied a season-best 53 assists in the Racers' 3-1 win over Southeast Missouri (Nov.
10).
MSU is now preparing for ttte 2009
OVC Tournament to be held in Jacksonville,
Ala,, Nov. 19-21. The Racers earned the
No. 4 spot in the OVC standings and
will face No. 5 Tennessee Tech
the
opening quarterfinal game, Thursday, Nos.
19 at 4:30 p.m.

KENTUCKY 72, MIAMI(OHIO)70

Wall, Wildcats escape upset on buzzer-beater
By WILL GRAVIE3
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON. Ky (AP) -Kentucky' was trailing Miami
of Ohio by 18, and for a few
moments
memories of Novem.
ber, losses to Gardner-Webb and
VMI came flooding back to
.--1.
1se. capacity crowd at Rupp

Arena
Maybe the only person in
the entire building not worried
was Kentucky coach John Calipari. lie wanted the fourthranked Wildcats to be tested
early in the season. Monday
night was as good a time as
any.

Besides, Calipan had John
Wall, who wasted linle time
making his collegiate debut a
memorable one.
The freshman guard hit a
15-foot jumper with 0,5 seconds left to lift the Wildcats
to a thrilling 72-70 victory' and
provide a glimpse into why

he's considered a surefire NBA
prospect.
Wall finished with 19 points
and showed a flair for the dramatic with his mad dash in
the final seconds after Miami's
Kenny Hayes hit a 3-pointer
to tie the game at 70 with six
secorlds remaining.

longevity, he's to be commended for that. I've never had a
mandate or would I put a restriction on a coach, where I have
told him that he cannot recruit
JUCOs. That's the way lvtatt
has wanted to do it and !
respect him for that. A new
coach may' look at it differently and I've said all along.
JUCO and I-A transfers can
be a difference maker for you,
but you can't have a whole
group of them. because for the
most part you're not getting
the type of kids that you want
to represent your program, but
you can get good kids and if
you have a good nucleus, they
can put you over the top. And
I think we've seen some teams
this year who have done exactly that. Whatever a coach wants
to do from a recruiting standpoint, he'll be able to use it
that way.

urday. At that point, we'll see
where the search is and told
each and every one of them
that I will try to get them in
front of the new coach, but
the staff is going to be the
decision of Me sew coach

i-

,702 kwy 121 how.&most
Mora* Itentucky
,!,,art_iimandenekyibin,com
t 2701733-4703
HOME • AUTO ,LIFE
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
tistionst Pemba Law*
At A dames
By The Associated Press
Ail Trees CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
L T Pet
New Engla,c
6 3 0 667
Miami
5 0 444
N Y Jett
4 5 0 444
Buffalo
3 6 0 333
South
Pet
inclianapolts
9
0 1 000
Jacksonville
5 4 0 556
Housto^
5 4 0 556
Tennessee
3
0 133
fdoith
W
L T Pet
Cincinnati
7 2 0 177e
Pottsbungh
6 3 0 667
Baltimore
5 4 0 558
Cleveland
I
8 0 111
West
W
L T Pet
Denver
6 3 0 867
San Diego
6
3 0 667
Kansas GIN
2 7 0 22'2
Oakland
2 7 0

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
Dallas
Philadelphe
N Y Gents
Washtngtori

6
5
5
3
South

New Orleans
Altanta
Carolina
Tamps Say

9
5
4
1
Notth
8
5
4

Minnesota
Green Bay
Chicago
Dotal

3
4
4
6

Pet
0 067
0 556
0 5.56
0 333

L
O
4
5
8

T Pet
0 COO
0 666
0 444
0 III

1
4
5
8

Pet
0 889
0 556
0 444
0 111

ilatister

West
Anzona
San Francisco
Seattle
Si Louis

6
4
3

L
3
5
6

T Pet
0 667
0 444
0 333
0 111

Thursday, Noy. 19
Miami al Carolina, 7 20 p m
Sunday, Nov. 22
Cleveland at Detroit, noon
Atlanta atNY GISMS .10011
Washington ai Dallas, noon
San Francisco at (ireen Bay. noon
Indianapolis at Bahmore noor
F:vttsburgn at Kansas City. noon
New Orleans at Tarnpa Bay, noon
Buffalo Jacksonville, noon
Seattle al Minnesota noon
Anions et St Louis 3 05 p m
N Y Jets at New England 3 15 p.m
San Grew at Denver, 3 /5 p
Cincenatt at Oakland 3 15 p m
Phste_lespnta at Chlage 7 20. p
Mondsg Noy. 23
Tennessee al Houston 7 30 p m

Thursday's Games
San Francisco 10. Cl-xago 6
Sunday's Games
Tennessee 41 Buffalo 17
Washington 27 Denver 17
MOM 25, Tampa Bay 23
Jacksonville 24, N Y Jets 22
Cinannat
Pettaturgh 12
New Orleans 26. St Lou* 23
Carolina 28, Altanta 19
Minnesota 27, Detroit SO
Kansas Cay 16. Oakland 10
Green Bay 17, Dallas 7
Sart Diego 31, Philadelphia 23
Arizona 31, Seattle 20
Inckanapolls 35. New England 34
Open N Y Giants Houston
Monday's Game
Baltimore 15 Cleveland 0
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Grffrin
at the end of the season. What
fifIrT/ Psi* le
are' paying. So we have to happened Saturday brought
work that much harder. I've things to the forefront in my
said one of the hardest jobs mind. And I said this is an
in finding a_scoach belongsola opportunity to get a little ahead
the mid-may:Yrs laecause they -of the ballgame and biapeaully
have to go out and iclitrifify thaw take advantage pf ,the next
coaches. The big boys can seven to ten days before Thanksgiving rather than maybe talkcome and take them from you
That's just where we are and ing about it next week and
having to deal with the holithat's the hand we're dealt.
days and getting behind. So
t Is there a therataido that yec,from a timetable standpoint,
you're Making at in hating a Saturday played a part. but
there was no final decision on
%am_ made ie piece
OA To be aggressive, you my part six weeks ago or what::litrield like to think before ever. 1 was very, much hope'..,:qhr
.istinas we will have some- ful this season would play out
::14blig wrapped up. I'm not and we would have a chance
::kuifig to put any handcuffs to to get Eastern Illinois and then
that's how it's going to win out and see where we
happen. You have bowl games stood.
,aov
.
:, that are going to January
Q: WM the Ism on WOO
8. So if there are any candidates who would show any and SWISi Division transfers be
interest or that we would have rovialbod?
IA That's a misconception
any interest in diat might be
playing in a bowl game late out there. It's never, ever been
the year. that would dictate a mandate on my part to say
our. search. I want to take dutt they can't do that. I was
advantage of the recruiting peri- talking to someone the other
od. the best that I can. That's day and they commended Matt
important to us, but finding for feeling like the best way
the best coach is just as impor- to go about doing it was going
and getting high school kids.
tant.
To be honest with you. when
Q: Was your firing based I talk about the foundation being
on Saturday's 49-13 loss to in place, that's one of the
Southeast Missouri State or things talk about. For a coach
had you already made vp your to be able to come in and be
able to sign a class and redmind earlier?
shirt a class, which doesn't do
AW:
diWayS said that
aith any coach, we will talk anything very much for his

Winter Is Coming...
Don't Be Left In The Dark!
PROFORCE'm GENERATORS

Q: Are you Weide& for a
coach from the FCS or KS?
Does it matter the experience
they have
AW: I think anybody that
has experience at the FCS or
BCS level is helpful. I think
the learning curve is less, hut
I'm not stuck on that If there
is an up-and-comer at the Division II level that has been to
the playoffs and won National Championships and feels like
Murray is a good job, I would
be open to that. From my
standpoint. a FCS or BCS coach
fits pretty well here.

Qs Whit process will yen abet
Q: Where does the decision hem this day forward?
es a remelt came frau?
AW: I've already had conAM I've never made a deci- versations with the administrasion on a recruit. We've put tion. This wouldn't have
things in place to know the occurred if I couldn't have
type of kid we are recniiting, made a recomniendation to Dr.
where we are recruiting them (Randy) Dunn. Ultimately, he
from, but there has not been signed off on that and I'll do
one time I have told Matt he the same thing with the search
cannot have that kid. Not once. process. We follow the same
I won't ever do that. But I do parameters as the university
trust that a coach will make does, ours is just a little more
good decisions and I believe public than everyone else's.
that he has and I would hope We'll develop and put togethour new coach would as well. er a search committae. 1 would
imagine there will be seven or
Q: Mist is the cement
eight people on that commitstation wills the ceacideg staff tee. I'd like for it to be a
Mil in platy?
diverse group of people that
AW: The rest of the staff have a real stake in the hisare under contract through tory of our program. Because
December 31 They'll work of where we are as a program
through and carry us to Sat- and some of the things that

PFP RA0101200
1200 Walt

PFP P100103004
3000 Watt

CASTLERIAN TIRE
8 REPAIR, INC.

'281"

'429"

lliS0 frets In. 121 So, MayfieW • 247-5164i
Soadiry • friday • 7:00 e.n.-3:00 p.m.

TIRES
PFP13140105001
5000 Watt

PFP PkI0106500
6500 Watt

'689"

'885"

42
0 Murray Auto Parts
1300 North 12th St.
Murray. KY 42071

270-7534424
1-800-821-3367

we have to sell now, as opposed
to before, I'll probably be more
engaging with those in the
community and solicit their
input and advice. I think that
will he imponant for some
buy-in and as I've said, it's
advantageous for us to be in
a different position than we were
four years ago.
it The iecision to not let
Matt finish out Use seams Saturday ... Was that your decision?
AW: No, it was Matt's decision. I offered that up and 1
think he thought through it
and, taking the emotion out of
it so the kids could concentrate and finish on a high note,
I think it was well thought
out.

Q: Was four years enough
tinie for Matt to get this Ming
turned around?
Q: Now aild Nati take tits
AW: I think if we would
NA the two of yen had ea have shown more consistency
his decision?
on offense and developed more
AW: We talked Monday) of an identity, I'd have been
morning. He was the utmost more inclined to look at anothprofessional, which I wasn't sur- er year. But because of those
prised by. He cares a lot about struggles this year, it made i
this program, those kids and really difficult for me and aily—
those seniors. He's disappoint- one to convince me that it weal
ed that the year went the way go any differently next year w
a did. I know that because he the group of seniors that
worked hard and he had to are losing. From that st
deal with some circumstances point, maybe not, but und
that a lot of other coaches did- the circumstances. probably.
n't have to deal with, some
of the APR penalties that hc
Q:
Widen at tke
had to assume that were no Boo, were you Shift of
fault of his own. That cost us rastker yaw
Batt (to
some scholarships. but he kept Pak out the cialract17
working through it. He kept
AW: I'm not much for havbringing in freshman classes ing a lame duck coach. I don't
that he was willing to redshirt. think that does anyone any
So from that standpoint, he good. I think it's more of a
handled it exactly the way I situation where you get to a
thought he would handle it. point where you see progress
He was grateful, thankful. We and the record may not speak
parted amicably' and I told him
But as athletic director,
I would help him in any way I saw progress the first two1 could.
and-a-half years. Even last year.
I saw going from one win to
ft What are the details of two wins to five wins. This
the buyout?
year. we were hoping to get
AW: Flidse details are still over the hump, be competitive
being worked out. He did have and have a winning record
one year left on his contract, But we struggled against some
but there were buyout provi- of the teams that weren't a,
sions on his contract
strong, in the OVC and thal
was disappointing to me and
Q: How are you feeling about Matt.

•MICHELIN •GOODYEAR *DAYTON
•FIRESTONE *KUMHO

GREAT SERVICE
•Alignment
•Brakes
•Shocks
•Struts

•Transrnission Flush
•Coolant Flush
•Belts, Hoses
*Used Tires

the situation and what transpired?
AW: It's never easy. Personnel decisions and having to carry.
through with those are the most
difficult thing I have 16 deal
With- ,It's neyer. ea.sy, ; because
you are affecting individuals anti
their families. It's easy for fans
to sit back and say, 'fire this
coach. fire that coach.' It's not
easy, but the way he handled
it with so much class males
it easier and Matt and 1 wili
always be friends and I look
forward to helping him out.
It's not ever easy because 1
look at who all it impacts, but
ultimately. you have to do
what's right by the program.
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ADJUSTMENTS
COMPINENCE
EMI
W L T Pct
6 3 0 667
5 4 0 556
5 4 0 556
3 6 0 333
loutti
W L T Pc1
9 0 0 000
5 4 0 556
4 5 0 444
1
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Loving Memory of

Dan Eberhard
1918-1997
If I could have a lifetime wish,
A dream that would come true.
I'd pray to God with all my heart,
For yesterday and you.
A thousand words can't bring you
back,
I know because I've tried.
Neither will a thousand tears,
I know because I've cried.
You left behind my broken heart,
And happy memories too,
But I never wanted memories,
I only wanted "YOU."
Rest in peace my darling Dan!

EXPERIENCED rnea
cutter Apex)
, at Murray
Sav-A-Lot 805 S 12th
St
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7:00Phl.
No phone calls.
FULL-TIME opps HS
grads ages 17-34. Full
pay. benefits, trairer.g.
30 days vacation/yr, $
for school. No exp.
n400,00. Call Mon Fn.
1800-777-6289
MAINTENANCE TechCampus Suites, PT
position: Student housing property seeking
qualified individuals.
Basic
maintenance
knowledge, HVAC certification.
plumbing,'
electrical knowledge.
pool experience a pius.
computer knowledge
Rotate on-call shifts
Comparable pay arid
beneftts. Fax resume
270-767-1614
to
EOE.
PART-TIME car-wash
anendant.
Friday,
Saturday,
Sunaay.
Monday. Must have
some
mechanical
skills. Fletirees welcome. 573-380-4604
PRESCHOOL
DIRECTOR
Kingdom Kids
Learning Center,
licensed preschool. is
now remving applies
bons for a Director Tratning will begin
April 1st, 2010.
Preschool located at
Westside Baptist
Church.
For more information
cal, Director, Dorothy
K. Rogers
(270) 753-8698

2 Rockford Fosgate
10' Sub3 and Planet
Audio amp 0 400w,
ported box and wiring
included $250.00.
(270)227-6900
HOLIDAY fruit & vegetables by the case
Wholesale peices
270-227-4259.
OFFICE Moving Sale
300 Maple St Surte 5
Mon-Fri 9:00-5:00
Supplies, equipment,
dividers. desks,'chairs,
MISC

REGULATION Bumper
pool table, coin clot
accessible ST75
270-227-7268

LARGE *
SELECTION*
USED APPLIANCES
WARD Et NINS
(270) 7534713

MAIN STREE I
f ORNISHINGS
. -tni MAPLE ST
(2,
0i 76,-7P.53

Firewood for sale. 540
nck, oelivered
492-8266.
Firewood. 293-2487
Musical
Hammond organ
436 2513

I love and nuss you,
ludy

Hsip Warise

111
$75.09PER
MONTE
CALL 753-1916
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Ind Ford
FOUND: Orangetwhrte
cat iv/ whtie chest &
feet. Very fnendly. East
Y Subdivision
753-1070
Lost: Black cat with
small svhite spot on
chest and big green
eyes Last seen on
• ; Noeth 5th near
Commonweallith
Attorney's office Call
606-392- I 405
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58.50 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run
All 3 Ads Must Run Within b Day Prriod
33.35 per coltunn inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
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IMO EWAN
LAM Properly
Lots For Sala
Lots For Roo
Frau Far Sur

150

I

or years enough
to get this thin

A-GESIC"

Forroarrorepa
&Okra..
Law & Gereas

340

390
370
390
100
410
426

Fano Draulpooni
14agre forlprorra
Mora; Emagroara
Flnarrood
alkaical
Mom Lab For MO
Yobbo mama For Sara
Waft MOM* Fo- Fiera
000a Morro Lob F., Noll
Iltairoos Ilarlata
aprorlanonts For R..
Rooms For Aare
Douro For Aar*
Storage Ftongie
Carnatorelal Properly
Pols & Supplies
Ll000loolt & Supploo
Pubic Sob
Urea For Norg or Loom

Tani/

let pa.

Feri

Rat Du

Sege

Iv 1 DA

CVO:Karlin

To Moe Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask
for Jill Stephens or Aekley Merida
or atop try our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday
-Friday 8:00 ain.-5:00 p.nt. • Feic 753-1927

INVITATION TO BID
The City of Murray Fire Department will receive
waled bids for a 2006 or newer Ford Expedition
XLT Specifications are available at the City Clerk's
Oilice, 104 North Sth St , Murray, KY 42971 Bids
are to be sealed and marked *Bid - Fire Clue!
Vehicle' Sealed bids are to be delivered to the City
Clerk's Office by 1:00 p.m. local time on Monday,
November 30, 2009. The City of Murray reserves
the right to waive informalities and to reeect any
tied all bide.
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BRITTHAVEN of
Benton ts currently
accepting applications
for full-time and parttime days arei afternooris LPN positions.
We also otter an
excellent benefit package Must be licensed
in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street HVey 641 S
Benton. KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

DLSCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted" sec-tioe
on our classifieds
webpage
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
jobnetwort.corn
By default.
Murray and local ph
lows will appear on
this website
However. ai a nateinal
website. not all listings
oe the eitinenvork com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
Miuray area
)0.b listings Thank you

DO you love working
wtth Idds?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
tor your Foil time end
part time positions
available
APPIY at
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)75-3-5227

PROPERTY
Management
Company is now hinny
a fuN time Leasing and
Marketing Manager.
Candidate must possess basic computer
knowledge. Benefits'
Drug Free Workplace*
Background
Screening'
Equal
Opportunity Employer.
Fax
resumes
to
(270)759-3005

HOMAN FOr Sala
12 x 65 2BR 1 bath
nice house. $4500.
includes rnoVe and set
up. 270-994-1595
2001 Patriot 16x80
3BR, 2BA, vinyl siding, Northem insulated. nice.
(270)489-2525

PT custodian position
available
Flexible
hours. Make inquiries,
send resume: First
Presbyterian Church.
1601 Main St., Murray.
KY 42071.
270-753-6460
LARGE 3BR
753-6012
HOLIDAY S
ARE
NEAR?
DO
YOU
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANED?
270-293-5806
WILL sit wrth elderly.
Have references
270-227-5069

MOM COMPUTERS
Serinco/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value
293-6999
CASH paid foe
good. used guns
Beneor Sportirg
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
WANT TO BUY:
USED GUITARS,
AMPS a PEDALS.
(270)339-44)92

$295

laints FOr Rint

For hint

2BR near MSU apes
ances
furnishea
C/H/A Coleman RE
753-9898
4BR, C/Hiik, all appliances Coleman. RE
753-9898
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
Murray. KY 42071
One and Two
Etedrocrn Apartments
270-7534556
til
TDD 1-800-545-1133
FAL Vt3 .
6
Ecar0 Asp:Aunty

I

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large. 2BR.
1.5 bath, garage, all
appliances,
C/H/A.
water. sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished. 1
small
indoor
pet
allowed. S675 mo.
293-7404
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom
wIth all appliances
mcluding washer &
dryer. Call
(270)759-588.5 or
(270)293-7085
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electnc bill,
water.
trash. and furnish all
appliances including
washer & dryer. Orly
$550/mo
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartmentl
(270)492-8211
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A, W&D,
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets 759 4696,
293-4600
NEAR university Like
new large 2BR Cal/A.
Low utilities. Quiet.
What you've beer
looking for. S440 -ideposrt.
(270)978-0913
NEAR University:
Extra largo 2BR. apt.
with very large living
room, sli appliances
Included., washer &
dryer, Lots of closet
space, Central oleo
heat
and
air.
S3 50/d•posit,
$350/mo.
270-7534580. &am to 5pm
Mon thru Sat for
appointment
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

1 BF1 for rent all utile
ies. cable, Internet,
w/d. $265/mo. no pets,
non-smoking.
759-4335.

VICTORIAN one bed
room 5 miles from
Murray In Lynn Grove
area Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view. W/D.
refrigerator,
stove
Very
quiet. Ali utildieS paid
including
electric.
5600/mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

284 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required. 753-4109
2BR brick, appliances
furnished. No pets
753-0728, 994-3308
3- 4 BR bnck, Jacuzzi
tub, hardavood. gas
logs, remodeled, nom
smoking, no pets
$675/mo. 759-4335.
3BR. 1 -Bath in city,
stove. refngerator furntshed. W&D hook-up
(270)753-7522
3BR, 1BA Central gas
heat. 1 year lease with
references. no pets
106 S 13th, $550/rro
(270)519-2699
3BR. 2Ba, an appliances. C/H/A. plus
lawn services
227-5173.
HOUSE with garage
for rent in Hazel, KY,
must have references
$450 month + $450
security
(270)978-7441
SMALL 2BR. 1 mile
from city limits. Deposit
& Lease. No pets
$425
753-6156
WATERFRONT For
Rent. 2BR, 2BA, completely furnished. More
info go to wwwhamlinlakeretreatky.com or
436-5091.
WATERFRONT For
Rent, 2BR, 2BA, oornpletely furnished More
info go to www.hamlin:akeretreatky.com or
436-5091

asnalls
AdF Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
1 19 E Main
i270) 753-6266
Cell 1270) 293-4183
.9am -4pm M-F

IBR, IBA apt. w/d
$350
2BR townhouse w/d
$455
Please call Hamlet
North Apartments
753-7559
1BR, price reduced,
various
locations.
Coieman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex in city.
ExceNent privacy. Just
redecorated.
New
heating & air equipment. W/d hook-up.
willing to furnish w/d.
Stove,
refrigeratnr
included. No pets
S465/mo.
270-767-1176
2BR ch
C/H/A.
various
locations
Coleman FIE
753-9898

WAREHOUSE
SPECIAL!!!
Thls 181.5

1850 St. Rt..121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562

COuld be yours
for ONLY S85

‘1111

2BR.
2BA
2-ca
garage. bock, excellent condition & neighborhood
1402
Catalina Dr., Murray
Reduced
5120,000
obo. 978-1644.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
elnside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
eSale & dean
•We sell boxes,
eiNe rent U-Haufs
753-9600

ENERGY saving nevr
home, 2.244 sq.ft
under root. 3BR, 2BA,
(cath ceilings), 2 car
garage. concrete dnve.
pabo & front porch. no
city taxes. $8 000
rebate. first time buyers. 210-3781
559-2032

AKC Shih-Tzus, vet
checked, first ehots. 1
male. female. S350400. (270)851 -3943
(270)906- 196'.
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
GERMAN Shepherd
puppies 5250-ea
Yorloe puppies,
females/5500.
male/S400,
• vacirated
(270)247-5799
(270)748-5909

per month.

(270)753-1916

11,1 10/11.41,4
4/ors rate ,
11.1/

Ws Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electi icity
• Climate Control

NEON I3EACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave. • 753-3853

RENOVATED
4BR
IBA home near hospttal. Beautiful hard•
woodasle floors, sunroom. basement. appliances, new C/HiA,
2,200 sq•ft 19.000 brat
time
buyer
home
rebate 270-761-1317
$89,500

7 acres *Mt 14x70
house trailer & horse
bam, set up to board
horses.(270)8694653

Stale laves forbid ductiminabce
Ovule, rental or adverbs%
real estaie based on fackm in
addihon to risme Protected
urder federal law
We wdl knowingly accept few
advert...mug kw real!Milk ehtcli
rce tn violation of the law AI
persons are hereby Informed
thiewil dwellings adverhaed art
ayadatne VI ("Val CrpOrhlnth bittrt

For further am:stance wids Fear
Flousing Advertising trquiremerits, contact NAA Counsel
Rne P Meant 17031 648-1011

LAKE LOT
BLOW-OUT
SALEI
2 ACRE LAKE
LOT
W/ FREE
BOAT SUPS!
Just
324,900
eras
$59,900
Located on 180,000
acre recreational lake
in Kentucky
Enjoy swimming pool,
walking trails, private
park, more
Excellent financing.
Call now 1-800- 7043154. x 3348. kylakeSa le crim

11.000-S0 FT home
,r* country, 6BF1, 68A.
indoor pool. gymnasium, (26' tall ceiling),
5acres lake. lots of
outside decks, 5 acres
up to 90acres.
559-2032.
2007 Calumet Way
4BR, 3.5BA, see it
onane at.
2007calumetway corn.
767-0106
313R, IBA investment
rental
house 713
Sycamore.
Murray.
$550 gross monthly
rent $60.600 obo
978-1644

1976 Triumph TR6
yellow. 83K miles
$12,100 CaN
270-227-7268

WILL trade 1984
Bronco II, 4wd automatic pick up truck or
car. Runs good.
520-827-1128.
06 Sierra GMC FLE
half ton. 2wd, 5 3
engine, super cao
toaded 39.000 miles
Asking S 8,500.
436-6081. Murray

comnpd
L__
14.M
•
. tAWN SERVIIC
M.'wing Mani< uring,
- .1 and,
.
I ixf. kacuimisni;
kairdar tiorl tistarert rd
753-1516
/41611
0.00 Cost Estmate
997-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
ellemodeling
*Screened Porches
•Garages
.water & Terrrrte
Damage
eDecks
0-40me, Mobile Home
Repair
436-551'

NEL.
Morray Ledger & Timer Fur
Flowista Art Notice
Al! rrai estate advertned herein
is suoiect to the Federai Far
fl,
•usinfr a,
t. which makes it
illegal to advernse any refer.
ewe !tmeanon or discriminant. based on race, CO&N, religion. sea. hirecap. timbal stg
ho or nabaial reps or mennon to nuke an such prefer
limitations'or dot-realm

emigre

1987 Dodge Dokota
6cyl. automatic. nesv
tires,
runs
good
Perfect work truck
Clean tale. Sell or
trade. $900 obo.
270-978-9034

AKC Great Dane $800
& Chihuahua S350
Shots & wormed.
270-210-8067.

orr
If IR 1.1

Up tO 20 wordS.

For kis

L KENT
MINI-STOKAGE
72Il S. 4TH ST.
er tit s a
WIN $25 10115 NI
Ire)4362524
am)293-49116

LA°P-"to

KEY MINI
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

AMA

Auto Ports

USED TIRES
inn
'Start.. q .-it S20
Rummer,

YOUR AD*
COULD
HERE FOR
ONLY $75 00
A MONTH
CAI I 753,141.6

Call 753-5606

Hill Electric

Used Cars

Since 1986
24 mum soma
Res Com , & Ind.
Licensed & in•ured
All Jobs - big or 311-1411

2005 Ford Escape,
77,000 miles, sunroof,
CD changer. electric
start.
new
tires.
$7,900. 270-978-1973.
05 Nissan Sentra
R Sf>ec V Sedan
blue , 6-speed,
miles. 39.750.
270-559-5153.

SE4D,
43k
Call

03 Cadillac
CTS,
iciaded, 143k miles,
113113 great. Pertect first
car. $6,500. 293-5005

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete
tree
removal. gutter
cleaning. hauling. etc.
Insured Emergency
293-1118
436-5141
AAFFORDABLE
Hauling
Clean out
garages, gutters. 'link
& tree work

•

Of
Subs( rib(' to rbe
MURRAY

-

LEDGER&TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mall•
3 sts.
6 no.---.855.1/4 3 me. --$.1540
law --AWN
1 yr.--81118411
yt-SUM
1
1
1 Rest of KVIYN
AN Oiler bird
1,11rfnir & thwhome,
1
Sabnerlatims
1 3 ese.----.--.$70.311 3 ino.
.S1'504
ino.„
6 me.
1 yr.---.312•111 1 yt
1
I Check
Money Order
Visa
SVC
1
1
1
1
1
vAeddress
1c
S
Ntiatm
1
1
1
I
I State
_
Zip
'
-• 1
Daytune Ph _
: I
1
1
Mail this coupon with payment to: •
1
1
1
Murray Ledger
Times
1
1
P.O. Box 1040
1
1
Murray, KY 42071
.•
1
Or call t270) 753-1916
a

4B • headily. Novembe

-74

ALL carpentry eon
'erection Roma:being
adartione. an home &
mobile home repairs
meta, roofs. decks.
much more
Larry
Nevem 227-0587.
753-2353

110,1.1

HOUSE Husband
All types of home
repairs No iob too
smell
270-519-8155

-

fierntIv.1
eave yfiq.
tiff Irt-v. •

•Slump

(770)970 1 701
APfbLIAPICE REPAIR-BERME
PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Check Van Buren
NADYilCK Catering
Ready to serve yOur
celebraeon neeos
Contact Cheryl
Chadwick
(270)492-8266
DRYWALL repair 6
painting Free esti
mates 270-873-9916

FREE
PICK UP

LEAF Removai. tree
work, stump grinding
Licensed & Insured
4374407
ML GARAGE DOOR
INSTALLAT/ON repair
& maintenance on
doors & operators
Residential & commie
ciai Locally owned &
operated 293-2357.
435-4049

PREMIERARC cos.
(270)819-5313
-Certified •Portebie
•Alurninurn •Stainless

• Painting • F:x-its
• Repairs • Decks
pressure washed
& stained

Pooi Table Guy,

2o Years Experience
Poa Toes Boors Soto
Sewed ans Mtavil
819-4655

WEST
Calloway
County
Development
-Track hoe, dozer,
backhoe work & septic
systems, top soil &
gravel for sale. Ws
build you a Home to
Surto your Needs
270-210-3781,
270-559-2032

11\11 N,

\I \ at..1 ‘11 \ I
tweekl, special mews/
• locally owned/00;0ml I

759-1151 • 293-27831
291-2784

Free
Pallets

Ilinettrili

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger

,
' to) se Rt 121N

753-8087

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service
Free estimates Phone
436-2562 227-0267

Mornings
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
Wednesday, Nov. 18, 2009t

& now
rIrst Come
First Serve

isaissilse Wet

Photo provided
RECOGNIZED: Recently Murray Middle School seventh
grade students were recognized for
their perfect attendance with no absences or
tardies. Uliana Mendoza. (Tommy Shown's
homeroom) was tne August honoree, and John Ryne
Winchester, (Elaine Kight's homeroom)
was the September recipient Each student received
a $30 Wal-Mart gitt card. Pictured, from
lett are Mendoza Teresa Butler. MMS attendance
clerk Winchester and Lou Carter, principal.

Tucks honored at dedication
of MSU Tom and Theo 'ruck
Rodeo Pactice Arena at MSU

haps another type of business
that. would permit you to work
from
This year, a unique resourcefulhome
more
often?
Opportunities COTO in from out
ness bubbles up. Learning to tap
of left field. You wonder- if you
into it could be more important
can matntain that high energy
than you realize. Learn to let go
and get the job done The
of the tried-and-true inore easily.
answer is yes. Tonight: Deal with
Apparently you are evolving
a difficult person,
into such a commanding figure
UBRA (Sept. 2.3-Oct. 22)
that others feel the need to
***** YOU( words leave an
express their independence. Be
impression on someone. You
flattered. If you are single, you
could be surprised by what
comes up out of the blue if you
draw some unusual types to you
remain open. New technology
- suitors who might be very
couid be filtering into me most
exciting but not necessarily staold-fashioned offices. Share your
ble. The end result could be
knaginative ideas more often
some heartache, until you find
Your confidence grows as you
the right person, who you will
get strong feedback. Tonight:
see many ups and downs with.
Swan news with friends.
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21)
The Stars Show the Kind of *** Be more aware of your
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic. finances, especially right now. An
aura of deceptions could easily
4-Positive. 3-Average; 2-So-so;
filter into that side of your life. By KEN RITTER
i -Difficult
You wet land on your feet, but at Associated Press Writer
LAS VEGAS (AP) — The
what cost? E.motional risks also
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
need weighing You often are physician being investigated
**** You might need to adjust
in
taciturn and wtthdrawn because
to a perception. or eise you could
Michael Jackson's death was
it's hard for you to be vulnerable.
be shocked If you take the high
due in a Las Vegas courtroom
Tonight: Pay bills.
road, you'll discover a new basis
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Doc. Monday to ask a judge to let him
of understanding and growth
21)
Opportunities revolve around a
make minimum child support
***** Take advantage of all payments
meeting with a key triend.
to a California woman
the good vibes right now. You'll
Tonight Where there is music.
head in a new direction if you and her son.
TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
Dr. Conrad Murray's court
can jump over an unanticipated
***** Deal with others directhurdle
Keep communication appearance was scheduled after
ly. You could be uncomfortable
moving by returning your calls prosecutor
with what is coming down your
s sought a warrant for
and scheduling meetings. Your
path. You might want to rewrtte
imagination will take over if you Murray's arrest for failure to
an interaction with a jealcus
aren't careful Try to stay reality appear for previous heanngs.
fnend or an unexpected developbased. Tonight. Out and about.
ment Continue to relate closely
Mun-ay's lawyer, Christopher
CAPRICORN (Doc. 22-Jan. 19) Aaron, filed
to a friend. Tonight. Work as a
wntten documents
** Know when to cut back and
team.
arguing that Murray has been
decide that enough is enough
GEMINI(May 21-Juno 20)
You could be in a strange mood unable to pay because he had to
***** Defer. defer and defer
dealmg with a friend, sibling or close his medical practice and
one more time You could be
neighbor. Ask yourself what you
startled by someone you look up
move to an undisclosed location
need to do to make this relationto. as this person weaves a new
due
to
threats
following
ship easier. You want to open up
path or heads in a new direction
to new possibilities svith finances. Jackson's death June 25.
News from a distance invigorWhat looks good might not be.
ates your imagination Do you
"He's radioactive." Aaron told
Tonight Get some much needed The
know when enough is enough?
Associated Press. "He's
Tonight Where people are
R and R
unemployed and unemployable.
AQUARIU
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
S (Jan. 20-Fob. 19)
***** Deal directly with one ***** Zero in on what you But he wants to be able to pay
want.
person. You know what is hapAre you questioning a the minimum $100 a month until
decision you made recently'? this blows over."
pening. and you probably have a
Until you see how the situation
strong set of expectations as
Prosecutor Gerard Costantian
well.
plays out. you might not know
Plans could change
what will happen. A meeting said Murray needs to provide
because of news Your flexibility
could prove to t>e instrumental in financial information justifying
is tested to the max Relate
your choices Weigh various his claim
directly to a key friend Tonight•
that he's unable to pay
ideas. Tonight Whatever knocks
Go to the gym!
more than $14,000 owed in supyour socks off.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
port payments dating back to
**** Your fire and get-up-andPISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Sometimes others can October 2008.
go can inspire many to rethink a
question you to the point that you
situation. However. a partner will
The deputy Clark County diswant to go in another direction.
surpnse you -- for better or for
Your instincts are right-on. trict attomey said Murray last
worse -- with his or her reaction.
Recognize your multiple options niade a payment of $1.500 on
Express your imagination with
and think in terms of new begin- June 30.
drama. and someone
will
nings. Your inner thoughts don't
respond accordingly. You have a
In Oct. 27 court filings,
seem to correlate with your
way of inspiring a partner emoactions Stop if this is the case. Costantian asks the court to find
tionally Tonight. Talk about
Murray in contempt and send
Tonight. A musi appearance.
dreams. desires and secrets'
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
him to jail unless Murray can
*** Have you been toying with BORN TODAY
demonstrate an inability to pay.
Astronaut Alan Shepard (1923)
the idea of a home office or perThe 1.os Angeles County coro-

atetarY.
Dr. B
:rirst Bai
:;:d vice
;43aptist C
:1ng held
Luthe
'honored
tion of h

701111
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Univision to
make shows
available on
YouTube
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Univision, the biggest Hispanic
broadcaster in the U.S., said
Monday its shows will be coming to YouTube in the new year.
Videos to be made available
include the talk show "El Show
de Ctistma," based in Miami. the
vanety show "Don Francisco
Presence,"

Jackson MD due in Vegas court
ner has ruled Jackson's death a
homicide, caused primarily by
propofol and another sedative.
Murray told investigators he
administered pmpofol as a sleep
aid, along with multiple sedatives, in the hours before the 50year-old pop singer died in a
tented Los Angeles mansion.
Murray has not been charged
with a crime but is the focus of
the Los Angeles police investigation, according to documents
made public with search warrants served as his home and
offices.
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thriller

and

the

series,

"Mujeres

in Nevada, Texas and California,
had been hired to a lucrative
5150,000-per-month contract to
be the pop star's personal physi-

But they won't include popular
telenovelas from its Mexican
production

At the time, the financiallyj

partner

Grupo
Televise SA because of a legal
dispute preventing either from

troubled physician owed at least

his business. outstanding mongage payments on his large Las

VOW'
VNC

shows in the U.S through 2017.
Kevin Conroy. president of
Univision

Interactive Media
Inc.. said it is up to the two companies to agree on terms for how
to stream shows online in the
U.S.

port.
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Univision has the exclusive

Vegas house. delinquent student
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5:4401
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WFUTTEN BY: DANA
HOWARD
Alumni Tom and Theo Tuck
were hcooted at the dedication
of the Tom and "Theo Tuck
Rodeo Practice Arena at Murray
State University' recently.
Other than the arena. the
Tucks have supported MSU by
establishing
scholarships
endowments in the area of agriculture. Tom and Theo believe
in the future of the MSU and
agriculture. "As students of
Murray State we both struggled
to meet educational and living
expenses while pursuing our
educations." Tom said.
He
adds, "Over the years we
watched the MSU school of
agriculture develop into the
dynamic curriculum it is today.
We wanted to ensure that develPhoto presided
Pictured are lom and Thee., Tuck
opment into the future, to benefit both the academic areas and
for full-time students involved
fit the expenses of individual
the facilities that suppart those
in the equine program. and the
students, clubs. conferences and
academics. Vv'e are grateful to be
Tom and "Theo Tuck Rodeo equipment in the school
of agriable to assist worthy students
Scholarship Endowment for
culture.
with financial needs reach for
full-time students involved with
The Tucks have met many
their dreams on a solid academthe MSU rodeo team.
horse owners through their years
ic and professional experience
Other funds the Tucks have
of horse breeding production.
platform.''
established are the Kentucky
They have been active with the
The scholarship endowments
Rodeo
and
Horsemen's
Arabian Horse Association,
include the Tom and Theo Tuck
Infrastructure Endowment to
MSU rodeo team. Kentucky
Agriculture
Scholarship
benefit the school of agnculture
Horse
Council,
Kentucky
Endowment for full-time stuprograms in rodeo and equine
Equine
Education
Project
dents pursuing a degree in agristudies and the Equine Owners (KEEP) and several area horseculture, the Tom and Theo Tuck
and
Breeders
Fund
for
men's clubs.
Equine Scholarship Endowment
Excellence Endowment to bene-
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PADUCAH, Ky. - Due to
popular demand. Arnenca's premier comedian is hitting the road
in a retum to his first love
stand-up comedy.
Jerry Seinfeld will be back to
perform at the Carson
(
•enter
Fnday. Jan. 8, 2010 at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets go on sale to the public
Friday. Nov.6 at 10 a.m. Tickets
are $75, $60, and $45 with All 8
ticket limit (fees not included).
and may be purchased by calling
the Box Office at (270) 4504444 or on-line at www.thecarsoncenter.org. Carson Center
Box Oftice is located at 1(X)
Kentucky Avenue in Paducah
with hours Monday to Friday
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Recently hailed as "the master stand-up comic of his generation" and "the best comedian of
our time" in a Washington Post
article by Tom Shales, Seinfeld
has an uncanny ability to joke
about the little things in life that
relate to audiences everywhere.
Seinfeld now sets his sights on
performing his material across
the country in 2010.

THE Murray taiga. A
Tirnos considers its
sources reliable but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
risk
own
their
Although PerSooS end
companies mentioned
herein see Pensive(' to
be reputable. The
Murray
Ledger
&
Times, nix any of rts
employees accePt anY
responsibility whate0eye( lor their activities

WYON

BRUSH &
HAMMER

(270) 436-2228

FuTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming.
removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

Jerry Seinfeld
returning to
Carson Center
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This Week's Activities
Delphian's flotiday Bake Sale

POING,
GIVE

North Pole ratruty f un Day
Qpening of Treeibn the Square
•

Mini Concert

Cingerbreadpoilse Village
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Laidig Back
fen years ago
Published is a picture ot
Frances Crick itnd Janie Alexander stripping burley tobacco at
the Cunningham Farms on Airport Road The photograph w as
by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane.
Murray -Calloway'
County
Need Line is now accepting
applications for the Christmas
Food Baskets for the clients at
the office. according to Kathie
Gentry:. executive director.
Murray State University Racers lost 42-41 to Tennessee State
University in the battle for the
Ohio Valley Basketball Conference Crown at Nashville. Tenn.
iNiventy years ago
Chuck Guthne. coordinator of
Adult Learning Center and
Regional Adult Basic Education
Consultant, discussed "Adult Literacy" at a meeting of the Hazel
Woman's Club held at the Hazel
Community Center.
Dan Webb is the speaker and
Shea Sykes is the MUM director for the gospel meeting being
held at New Concord Church
of Chnst Nov. 17-19. according to Bob Haley. minister of
the church.
Births reported include a boy
to Melanie and Jackie Bell and
a girl to Anthanette and David
Holland, Nov. 13.
Thirty years ago
The widening project for
-Main Street of Murray has been
sanceled. according to an
announcement
by
Calvin
.Grayson, state transportation sec•!etar,
..- Dr. Bill Whittaker. pa.stor of
1First Baptist Church. was elect!
vice president of Kentucky
:43aptist Convention at the meet:Mg held in Louisville.
Luther Jones of Murray was
honored at a party: in celebration of his 83rd birthday at the

Kentucky Lake cottage of Suc
and Joe Outland.
Forty yaws ago
Thomas Stese Starks, son of
Mr and Mrs Lames Starks of
Gleamm. Tenn . formerly of Murray. is serving with the United
States Air Force in Victnam.
Fire destroyed the horne and
contents of Mi and Mrs Bill
Adams about 8 p.m. on Nov.
14.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr and Mrs. Richard Lynn
Scott, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Wendell Herndon and a boy to
Mr and Mrs Charlie% Lovins.
Nov. I I . a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Andy Rogers. Nov. 12.
Fifty years ago
First Distnct Advisory Engineer Ralph McCuiston reported
that the state will construct a
new road around the proposed
county airport site near the Penny
area of Calloway County.
In high school basketball
giunes. Benton Indians won 3629 over Lynn Grove Wildcats;
South Marshall Rebels won 6958 over Almo Warriors. Fulton
County won 89-59 over New
Concord Redbirds: College High
Colts won 75-18 over Lynn
Grove Wildcats. Hazel Lions
won 63-60 over Farmington.
Sixty years ago
Kathleen C;ibbs, Jerry
Williarns. John Stanley Shelton,
Hannah
Prydatkevytch and
William Mason Johnson. all of
Murray, and Hazel Elders of
Hazel have been chosen as members of the cast for the 1950
production ot Campus Lights
at Murray State College to be
presented March 23. 24 and 25
by Phil Mu Alpha and Sigma
Alpha Iota music fraternities at
MSC.
Mr. and Mrs. Finis Futrell
will be married for 50 years
Dec. 6.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Men applaud the pleasures
of being with older women
DEAR ABBY: In your
response to the letter from
"'Cougar' in New York' (Sept.
3), you invited your male readers to share their thoughts.
Abby. cougars are nothing new.
They're simply out of the closet.
M e n
have been
called "dirty
old men' for
their
dalliances with
younger
women. But
older
women have
Dear Abby quietly
involved
By Abigail
themselves
Van Buren
with
younger
men for years As women have
become more successful, both
in the corporate environment
and individually, they have
grown bolder in their personal lives.
As a 58-year-old man. I
look on this as a natural progression of the boorner-bom
sexual revolution. When I was
in my- teens and suffering the
testosterone overload, my father
said. "Look for an older woman
to teach you the ropes." His
idea was that they had the
expenence and patience to tutor.
I don't consider "cougar" as
being predatory. nor do most
men and women 1 know. Our
world is changing and evolving, and this is simply another chapter. -- SAN DIEGO
READER
DEAR
SAN
DIEGO
READER: I appreciate your
comments. My malt readers
shared sorne interesting insights
in favor of the "cougar." Read

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Nov. 17, the
• 321st day of 2009. There are 44
days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 17. 1800, Congress
held its first session in Washington in the partially completed
Capitol building.
On this date:
In 1558, Elizabeth I acceded
to the English throne upoh
of Queen Mary.
In 1869. the Suez Canal opened
in Egypt.
In 1934. Lyndon Baines Johnson married Claudia Alta Taylor,
better known as Lady Bird. in
San Antonio.
In 1962, Washington's Dulles
International Airport was dedicated by President John F. Kennedy.
In 1969, the first round of
Strategic Arms Limitation Talks
between the United States and the

Soviet Union opened in Helsinki.
Finland.
In 1970, the Soviet Union landed an unmanned, remote-controlled
vehicle on the moon. the Lunokhod

Temple of Hatshepsut an Luxor.
Egypt, the attackers were killed
by police.
Ten years ago. Officials close
to the investigation into the crash
of EgyptAir Flight 990 said a
In 1973, President Richard relief co-pilot alone in the cockNixon told Associated Press man- pit had said in Arabic: "1 made
aging editors meeting in Orlando. my decision now, put my faith
Fla.. "People have got to know in God's hands- Just before the
whether or not their president is jetliner began its fatal plunge. (In
a crook. Well. I'm not a crook." Egypt. relatives angrily rejected any
In 1979, Iran's Ayatollah notion that relief co-pilot Gamed
Khomeini ordered the release of el -Batouty had deliberately crashed
13 black and/or female Ametican the plane.1
hostages being held at the U.S.
Five years ago. It was
Embassy in Tehran.
announced that Kmart was acquirIn 1987, a federal jury in Den- ing Sears in a surprise SI 1 bilver convicted two neo-Nazis and lion deal. In Washington state,
acquitted two others of civil nghts officials said Republican guberviolations in the 1984 slaying of natorial candidate Dino Rossi led
radio talk show host Mall Berg
Democratic opponent Chnstine
In 1997, 62 people. most of Gregoire by only 261 votes. (After
them foreign tourists. were killed three counts of the ballots. Grewhen militants opened fire at the goire was declared the winner).

on:
DEAR ABBY: Okier women
are more established and more
interested in fostering personal relationships Many young
women Ate highly career-onented and less interested in
pursuing relationships. and that
can be turnoff for men Not
all men avoid commItment.
Some of us desire it, and we
have a greater chance of finding it with someone older, even
di the risk of finding a woman
beyond childbearing years. -WILLIAM IN MARYLAND
DEAR ABBY: In tnith, I
am neither looking for a cougar
nor a younger woman. What
I am looking for is someone
full of life, full of ideas. able
to think for herself and not
wanting to think for me. I
seek someone who is confident, but humble. THAT is
what I find attractive in a
WOMAIl. -- ONE MAN'S PERSPECTIVE
DEAR ABBY: On my 25th
birthday. I met a woman who
was 10 years older than me.
We were both just looking for
someone to have fun with. Six
months later we were married.
We were still together 45 years
later when she passed away.
I wouldn't trade our years
together for anything because
we were friends and able to
talk about anything to each
other. We learned to enjoy simple pleasures. and that made
all the difference. If you find
someone you are comfortable
with. don't let the calendar get
in your way. -- STILL GRIEVING IN KILLEEN, TEXAS
DEAR ABBY: "'Cougar' in
New York" answered her own
question when she said. "I am
a caring, fun person who loves
music and dancing." Women
like het are attractive at any
age. It's the lack of older men
who can keep up with them
that makes "cougars" available
to younger guys! -- JOHN IN
GRAND MARAIS. MINN.
DEAR ABBY: Age is just
a number. The age difference
doesn't rnatter. Women tend to
live longer than men.
I'm in my early. 50s a.nd
going through a divorce.. I
always wanted to be a better
dancer, so I enrolled in a dance
class to improve my skills. I
met a wonderful woman there
who is several years older than
me. Life happens.
We have been dating for
more than a year now, and
we're having the time of our
lives. As my friend says. "Does
it get any better than this?" - "BOY TOY" IN NEW YORK
•
•
•
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Deal. Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.
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OYER TA DAV I'VE HAD 1 COULD
SURE GO FOR 5004 NIC4
HAPPY rALA
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POING, &OOP
25 WILL
Give VOU A WARM FEELING

Creutzfeldt-Jakob
disease is rare, fatal
DEAR DR. GOTT: In reading your ,olumn abina the 72year-old num with ALS. I have
SOITIC questions My husband. also
72,
*
diagnosed
wtth
Creutzfeldi-Jakob disease (CID).
The physi,l.tris were not positive
but
had the earemirks
for a His
dcath certificate lists C1D
a, thr tusc
Die family.
AMU.ipated an
autopsy atter
hi, death. but
it was not
allowed
because the
%
Dr. Gott coroner
refused to do
it due to the
By
seriousness of
Dr. Peter Gott OD. Without
the autopsy
we arc not sure of the actual
cause of death_
My husband's symptoms were
very similar to the ones discussed
in your article. I particularly.
noticed the statement about a
"gene mutation . M y husband's
doctors mentioned a gene mutation.
He endured many tests My
entire family expenenced an emotional roller coaster daily due to
physicians indicating medicines
would be able to help him lead
a somewhat normal life. The disease progressed rapidly. leaving
no time to arrange things. He was
not allowed to die with any degree
of dignity. After his death it was
even worse due to the s.enousness of CJD. No one wanted to
be involved.
DEAR READER: CreutzfeldtJakob disease is a rare. degenerative brain disorder that is always
fatal In the United States, there
are about 200 cases a year. It
typically occurs later in life and

progresses rapidly. Onset ot symp
toms usually begins around Age
60, with about 90 percent of sat
farts passing away. within a year
There are three categoric., ot
CID The lust and rarest 1,
acquued. which is contracted hi,
exposure to twain or nervoto system tissue. usually througie .c.eirtam medical procedure, ..E.uste
fest being described ID 1921:J.:fess
than I percent of cases have non
acquired
The next is hereditary. accpmptins for 4 to 10 percent
cases. This is diagnosed wisisn:arse
sufferer has a family Insta4.:of
CJD arnVor tests positive:41k a
geTtetiC IllUtati011 ASSOC'Weill, flilth
the disease
The final and most coninson
category is sporadic. This variety
accounts for at least 85 pereent
of ail cases. It occurs in people
who have no known nsk factors.
genetic mutations or family. history for CID
Symptoms usually begin. as
problems with muscular coordination. impaired vision. memory.
judgment and thirdung. personality changes and rapidly progressive dementia. Many sufferers also
expenence depression. insomnia
or unusual sensations As tt. progresses.
mental
imp:us/Dent
becomes severe. Most develop
involuntary muscle Jerks ark taay
go blind. Eventually. the ability
to move and speak is loSs :and
the patient enters a coma.•.•:
Symptoms can be strait:iv:to
those of other progressive [Neurological disorders but there are
unique changes in brain tissue
that can be seen at autopsy. It
also typically causes a faster deterioration of abilities than other
neurological disorders
There is no treatment at this
time that can cure or control the
disorder.
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Contract Bridge
You, Too, Can Be a Magician
•
.

South dealer.
North-Aiouth sulnerable
NORTH
•1u 6 4
VA K.19 3
•A 5 2
4.1 4
WEST
EAST
•2
Q .1 9 8
V6
•QI087 2
•KJI0964
•3
4.K Q 10 9 3
•76 5

sourii

lead and take his queen contirittaimn
with the ace. When you next pp./II-lc
A-K of trumps. you team tha(ilist
bas two sure trump rncics corry*
This is certainly discousigesg.
but you're not licked yet. 5llellRhg
gears slightly, you cash the
hearts. Whcn West shows up with a
singleton heart, you can deduue that
he started oith 6-5-1-1 distnthition.
This is a very promising diarChisment. as 11
Asems likely. you'll
'win 10 [mks eseh though you flaS.

•A K 5 3
•5 4
So you ruff a heart in your hand,
•Q 8 7
a club in dummy and another heart
4A R 2
your hand. You then continue oith a
The nidding
diamond to the ace and ruff dummy's
South
West
North East
last heart with your last trump: 41y
41
2•
2V
Pass
this time. I I tncks has,: been played.
2
3•
4 41
and you've won 10 of them'
Opening lead — king of clubs
Weltel hir0 remaiaing cards are
When you're deciamr in a suit the K-.1 ofdiamonds. which are ready
contrast. it is normal to assess your to gobble up your last too cards. the
prospects by counting you; losers. Q-8 of diamonds. East also can Will
I lossev er, in hands where you plan to the Iasi (no tricks with his . tao
do lots of rutting back and forth. remaining cards, the Q-1 of tnimrs.
counting your losers is not alssays a West's two diamond winners arethus
reliable guide to your chances
obliterated by Fast's tw•ts • trump
For cum*,take this deal when: tricks, and in the meantime. you are
it appears you must lose too trump home with the contract. Tsso of your
tricks, too diamonds and a club You five losers have simply disappeared.
therefore seern destined to go down
The prineipie demonstrated here
too.
is a s cry elementary. one: The
I
But you can do much better than defense can't heat four spades. if you
that You duck West's king-of-clubs take 10 tricks!
Tomorrow: t i,s,d management

Crosswords
ACROSS
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42 Copper.
in the lab
43 Omani title
44 Royal furs
46 W Hemisphere
alliance
49 Mr. Eban
50 Seizes eagerly
(2 wds.)
54 Distribute
57 To and —
58 Obvious
60 Tyson slat
61 Dutch airline
62 Hurt a little
63 Of course'

1 Weed whacker
4 Car-wash step
9 Quaker pronoun
12 Bering Sea bird
13 Prince Arn's
mother
14 High-roller's
cash supply
15 Squeeze dry
17 Restaurant
employees
19 Longest river
21 Win — -- nose
22 Prepares to turn
25 Quilt stuffing
29 Lead
formiilas
30 Make laws
32 Pantyhose color
33 Home tel
35 Aquarium
denizen
37 Chow down
38 Legendary
marshal
40 Shower feature
1

Answer to Previous Puzzle

SEEN PR HEEDS
H IN'Y
I 0 T ANA S A N
RE
F IDDLED
I
URAL SEL.L TNT

DOWN
1 Word to a mule
2 Not just my
3 Scraping by
4 Roomy sieevee
5 MI neighbor
6 Corn Belt st
7 Blunt end
8 Facile
9 Low card
10 Dried clover

11-17 C zu•S United Feature Syndicate. Inc
11 Fabric meas.
16 Cat's lives
18 Bunyar's blue
ox
20 Veldt grazer
22 Frenzy
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Mr
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Mr
iii14

17
1
11

20
in

22
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24
10

No RA

1

33

MR.PRINCIPACMY NAME
15 RERJN I'M FROM TNE
KINDERGARTEN CLA55

I FIGURED A5 LONG
A5 WE'D NEVER MET.
I 5i-IOULD COME IN
ANC) INTRODUCE
MYSELF

ARE
THERE'

31

40

43
; I

52

37

41
44

46
51

El

32
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,

39

50
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47
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I

53
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54
II

57
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23 Girder
(2 wds.)
24 Psych out
26 Virtuoso
27 Copy
a drawing
28 "Swan Lake'
costumes
31 Jeweled
coronet
34 — Lanka
36 Pruning
39 Hold up
41 Robins' beaks
45 Unpleasant
47 Cobra cousins
48 Ocean tang
50 NYC airport
51 Web addr
52 Tattoo word
53 "— -Pan"
55 Mini-guitar
56 Goddess of
dawn
59 Bear — mind
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Eagle Watch weekends available at
state parks in January and February

A scene from the classic Credos Dickens tale 'A Chnstmas Carol "

'A Christmas Carol'coming
to Paducah's Carson Center
PADUCAH, Ky - The classic Christmas Carol" was destined
Charles Dickens tale, "A to become one of the most
Christmas Carol," is coming to beloved holiday trachtions of all
the C_arson Center on Tuesday, ti.41C. By telling this fable illus.
Des:. 8 at 7 p.m. Tickets may be uating the unfairness of the
tairchased by calling the Box Industrial Revolution and the
Office at (270) 450-4444 or on- necessity for brotherhood and
line
at unselfishness. Dickens gave the
www,thecarsonsenter.org.
world one of its most endunng
When Charles Dickeas wrote Christmas stories.
his "ghostly little tale" in 1843,
The
Nebraska
Theatre
he couldn't know that "A Caravan has been touting

Charles Jones' delightful adaptation of A Christmas Carol
since 1979. The Caravan's
Carol, which weaves traditional
Christmas carols throughout the
narrative. is probably the most
widely produced production of
Dickens' in the nation. anrivally
performing for more than
100,000 people in more than 60
cities across the country.

Team recommends reaccreditation
for JMC department at MSU

1

1

A team of educators. administrators and media professionals
has recommended the four
roajors in the department of
journalism and mass communicaliona - advertising, journalism, public relations and televisioti production - be reaccredited.for six more years. The site
visit, which concluded Nov. is
aa important sum in tbe accreditation
process
for
the
Accrediting
Council
on
Education in Journalism arid
Mass Communications (ACEJMC).
Among the strengths in the
program mentioned in the team
report were "accessible, energetic, enthusiastic faculty who
are ommitted to teaching;
valiant student media and preprOfessional clubs: collegial faculty-Staff-student relationships;
and a supportive acadetnic environment in the college of busiMSS:
.

ACEJMC accreditation is an
exhaustive but voluntary review
of curriculum, faculty qualifications, budgets. facilities, mission,•alumni career success anti
many other enteria. Accredited

"meet rigorous
standards for professional education," according to the ACEJMC mission statement.
"We are very pleased at this
reccmmendation," said Dr. Bob
Lochte. chairman of the department. "Having academic and
media
professionals from
around the country review our
programs and say we are arnong
the best ir extremely gratifymg.
This positive recommendation
is the restdt of hard work over
dse past year by our faculty and
sutff. I WU personally pleased
that our students had so many
good things to say about their
learning experience in meetings
with the site visit teazn. But this
is not the end of the process."
In Mauch 2010. the site visit
team presents its tenon to the
Accrediting Corrunittee of ACEJMC, This committee then submits its recommendation to the
entire council at its May 20i0
meeting. "We're on the way,"
Lochte said. "arid with a positive recomrriendation from the
four people who have done the
most detailed investigation, 1
feel very good about our
prOgra.M.S MUSt

chances to reaffirm ACEJNIC
accreditation next May."
Dr. Judy VanSlyke Turk,
director of the school of tnass
coinmunications at Virginia
Conunonwealth University and
member of the Accrediting
Cortunittee, was the team chair
and reviewed the public relations major. Dr. Don Heider,
dean of the echool of corrununication at Loyola University of
Chicago and member of the
Accrediting Council, reviewed
the television production naajor.
Other team rriembers were Amy
Struthers, a professor from the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
who reviewed the advertising
major and tvlichael Limen,
business editor of the Salt Lake
Tribune, who reviewed the journalism major.
The departrnent of journalism
and mass communications first
earned ACEJMC accreditation
in 1986. The accreditation has
been reaffirmed in 1992, 1998
and 2004. The department is one
of six academic units in the college of business at Murray State
University.

FREE Bariatric Seminar
Thursday, November 19th at 3:30 phs
Purchase Medical Center's
CO!nmun ty Conference Room
Call 270.251.4527
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It's tame for nature lovers to
make plans for a Kentucky State
Park tradmon - Eagle Watch
Weekends in January and
February of 2010.
Amerman Bald Eagles will be
pidsering around the major
haws of Western Kentucky and
South-Central Kentucky as they
loot for food during the winter.
Kentucky State Parks will take
yew there to observe and learn
about these beautiful birds of
PreY
For four decades, the
Kentucky State Parks have
offered Eagle Watch Weekends,
a chance to view the eagles from
land arid water arid learn about
the national symbol and other
"Eagle Watch Weekends are
great opportunities for amateurs
arid experienced bird watchers
to see eagles and other animals
in their natural habitat," said
State Park Recreation Director
and Naturalist Carey Tichenor.
'These are some of the nsost
popular wildlife viewing events
that our parks sponsor."
The tours take place at four
resort parks during weekends in
January and February on an
excursion yacht, barges, pontoon boats and by van, depending upon the location and tour.
They are led by state park naturalists and Deparunent of Fish
and Wildlife biologists.
Ticket prices for the tours
range from $20 to S55 a person.
Mosi tours last between two arid
three and one half hours. 'The
weekends also include an
evening program on birds of
PreY.
The puts, phone numbers arid
dates for the 2010 Eagle Watch
Wmkends are:
Dale Hollow State Resort Park
(800-325-2282): Jan. 15-16:
Jan. 22-23; Feb. 5-6.
Kentucky Dam Village State
Resort Park (800-325-0146):
Jan. 15-17.
Lake Barkley State Resort
Park (800-325-1708): Jan. 293I

Kenlake Suite Resort Park
(800-325-0143): Feb. 5-7.
Guests should bring warrn
clothes, rain gear and binoculars These trips can take place
under extreme weather condiuons. These resorts offer lodges.
restaarants.
cottages, and
Registration is required for die
Eagle Watch Weekends. Call
the parks for registration. details
and fee information or visit:
www.parks.ky.gov and look for
"Eagle Watch Weekends."
Guests attending Dale Hollow
taws on a barge or pontoon need
to bring their ovsn personal
flotation devices.
The Eagle Watch Weekends at
Kentucky Dam Village, Lake
Barkley and Kenlake will
include an option to view eagles
from the CQ Princess, a 96-foot
yacht. Guests can view eagles
from inside the CQ Princess or
from outside decks.
In addition to the Eagle Watch
Weekends, Kenlake State Resort
Park on Kentucky. Lake near

For BEST
RESULTS
Place your
ad with us
Call 753-1916

2010 MEMBERSHIP FEES
Single $550
Each additional family member )ust $125*
2010 MEMBERSHIP WITH UNLIMITED CART USE
Single $ SOO
Each addrtional family member S325*
'Family member toeing a spouse
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ILF COURSE
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or cnilti 18 years Of younger

270-809-2238
Located on Hwy. 280 ofT Hwy.
94 ft:. • Murra,
"
www.rourraystate.eduienfilergolf
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Aurora, will also be offering
cruises on the CQ Princess during the week and on weekends
in January and February
Packages will include rooms,
meals and a cruise. Call Kenlake
at 1-800-325-0143 for details.
The weekends are offered in
with
the
cooperation
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources and the U.S. Arrny
Corps of Engineers.
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ri3bnai Parade
The Murray Rotary Club invites you and your group to
participate in our annual Christmas Parade on Saturday,
December Sth. Community participation and support is what
makes this such a unique and wonderful event. Please decorate
your float or unit with a Sharing theme in mind.
School groups, church groups, civic organizations, bands, and music
groups are invited to enter this parade. Over $1,000 in cash prizes
will be awarded to the first three places in three separate divisions —
Church/Religious Division, Clubs/Civic Organizations, and
Commercial Division.
The Rotary Christmas Parade offers your organization an excellent
way to have some Christmas fun and maybe raise some money at
the sante time First place in each division will receive $150.
The Parade officially begins at 10:00 a.m. Parade entrants
should reportfor line-up at 9:00 a.m. The primary unit feeder
route onto Main Street is N. 10th Street. However, your group
will be contacted on December 3rd with a unit number
and line-up instructions.
Name of Entry:_
Contact Person __
Address

Bariatrics,

Phone
Group & Entry Descriptton

Al MASON PURCHASE 11E810.1 CENIER

Mail Entries To:
"Murray Rotary Club"
of
ttP.O. Box 411, Murray, KY 42071 or WA
.
Chamber of Commerce at 753-5171
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